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AFTERNOON —

50 CENTS

CHRISTMAS TOY DRIVE

Firemen serve as
elves for children
By STACEY CROOK
Murray L.dg. & TI4••• Staff Writer

Peace on eartb

66
They wanted their
bananas, and they
were fighting over them.
Diana Sanders
page 3

eq

66
When Charles got kicked
out, I thought we had an
opportunity to win.
Dan Issel
page 8

e

Partly cloudy and cold. Low in
the mid 20s. South wind 5 to
10 mph. Christmas day: Partly
sunny, breezy and warmer.
High 40 to 45.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.5, +04: below 316.7, +1.3
BARKLEY LAKE
354.2, +0.4; below 321.1, +0.9
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
•

•

•

IN SOMALIA

e

FORECAST

Two Sections
Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Horoscopes
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports

STACEY CROOK/Ledger & TImes photo

Ricky Stewart, Ricky Walls, Frank English and Terrell Tidwell stayed busy this week packing boxes
of toys to be distributed to needy children this Christmas. The Murray Fire Department collected
enough toys to help more than 400 children this year.

•

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

What would Christmas be like
without toys? Thanks to the Murray Fire Department, more than
420 children won't have to find
out.
Fire Chief Pat Scott said he
thinks approximately 450 children will be served before Christmas is over. Support for the program is down a little this year.
Scott said 467 children received
toys from the fire department's
1991 toy drive.
"The men are pleased and I am
pleased," he said. "We got a lot
of support from individuals,
businesses, civic groups and
churches."
Several area schools made
donations. At Murray Middle,
students donated money to the
toy drive rather than exchanging
gifts with their friends. They collected almost $700.
"It really means something to
see that," Scott said. "These kids
like to get presents, too, but they
decided to help others less
fortunate."
The toy drive is made possible
strictly through community help.
Scott said 1fX) percent of the

money donated goes to buy gifts
and all toys that are given to the
department are distributed.
"There's a lot of good people
in Murray and Calloway County
and when they found out things
aren't so great, they helped,"
Scott said.
When firefighters were in the
stores purchasing more gifts,
Scott said people would come up
and donate money on the spot.
The collection has been going
on since the first of December.
Every family who signed up for
the service has or will receive
gifts. Scott said they try very
hard to be sure each child who is
on the list gets something for
Christmas.
"It (the program) fills a need,"
he said.
The community response has
been wonderful, according to
Scott. He said it takes a while for
the Christmas spirit to kick in,
but once it does, people really
start to pitch in.
"It has never failed," he said.
"We have support come in even
after Christmas."
Thanks to the community and
the Murray Fire Department,
Christmas will be brighter in the
eyes of several hundred children.

Marines carry Christmas present of hope
BAIDOA, Somalia (AP) —
More than 1,500 U.S. Marines
and French Foreign Legionnaires
*reamed out of this central Somali town in two convoys today,
carrying a Christmas present of
hope to more famished
communities.
In the capital, Marines set up
roadblocks and began checking
Somali vehicles for guns, reintroducing a get-tough approach on
weapons that they abandoned just
a few days after their Dec. 9
arrival.
A reinforced battalion of about
1,000 Marines left Baidoa shortly
after dawn for Bardera, about 120
miles to the south, while two
companies of Legionnaires and a

company of Marines pulled out
for Hoddur, 90 miles north.
The United States suffered its
first casualty of Operation
Restore Hope just outside of
Bardera on Wednesday when a
civilian Army employee was
killed by an anti-tank mine during a scouting mission.
Three State Department security officers were hurt in the blast.
As they did in Baidoa and
Mogadishu, the Marines and
Legionnaires were to secure
Bardera and Hoddur to protect
aid convoys from the bandits and
clan militiamen who have ruled
the towns with guns for weeks.
Famine across Somalia has
claimed 350,000 lives and is

threatening 2 million more.
The Bardera-bound convoy,
preceded by mine-sweepers,
included 20 heavily armed
amphibious fighting machines
and dozens of humvees mounted
with light and heavy machine
guns and TOW missiles. Helicopter gunships provided air cover.
A motley caravan of reporters
in cars, vans and utility vehicles
followed the Marine battalion
from the 7th Regimental Combat
Team as it rumbled out of Baidoa
at 7:15 a.m.
The Marines were expected to
reach Bardera at dusk, seize the
town's dirt airstrip and begin
extending their control over the
town of about 6,0(X). About 8,000

displaced people live in a camp
just outside the town.
Hoddur is closer to Baidoa
than Bardera, but the joint
French-American force was taking a roundabout route to avoid
mines on the main road. It
planned to camp 20 miles outside
Hoddur tonight, then move into
the town at sunup.
In Mogadishu, weapons searches were the order of the day.
The two rival warlords who
control the divided halves of
Mogadishu moved their heavy
weaponry out of the capital earlier this week and residents were
warned that any remaining armed
vehicles were at risk.
Shortly after the first Marines

Murray Lodger & Times Watt Writers

It's the '90s.
No longer do you push Barbie
around in her car. Now it is electronically controlled.
High-tech toys top children's
Christmas lists, but toys aren't
the only things on their minds.
Some children at the YMCA
Christmas Break Day Camp
being held at East Calloway
Elementary School were eager to
share their Christmas wishes
Wednesday.
Chris Roscoe, 8, said a Gameboy and Super Nintendo are at
the top of his wish list.
However, Roscoe said the true
meaning of Christmas isn't about
getting presents. He said Christmas really involves sharing and
giving. He also likes to get
together with his family.
Hillary Hulse, 6. wants a dog
named Penny, a watch, Magic

Nursery and a roller blades kit.
For her, the Christmas season
means joy and remembrance of
the birth of Jesus.
A compact disc player, camera,
leather jacket and jewelry topped
Kate VerWey's list.
"When I think of Christmas,
think of peace, joy and Jesus. I
also think of family and friends
coming together," the 12-year-old
said.
Like VerWey, Lauren Owens,
10, wants a leather jacket and CD
player. She also wants Genesis
and Nintendo entertainment
centers.
Christmas means families,
peace and love to Owens.
Megan Elwell, 10, already has
one of her Christmas presents —
a guinea pig named Cinnamon.
She also wants games for her
Super Nintendo.
"Christmas means giving and
love," she said.
TURN TO PAGE 3
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Serbs
warn
NATO

Children share
Christmas wishes
By GINA HANCOCK and
STACEY CROOK

came ashore in Mogadishu, they
and the French set up roadblocks
in some parts of the city and
began confiscating weapons
found in vehicles.
But the roadblocks came down
after a van loaded with Somali
civilians lost its brakes, ran a
checkpoint and was fired on by
both French and American
troops. Two Somalis were killed
and seven injured.
U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali wants all of
Somalia's roving gunmen disarmed. But Washington says its
responsibility is only to ensure
the security of food aid, and disarm gunmen while fulfilling that
role.

STACEY CROOK Ledge( & Imes photo

The YMCA Christmas Break Day Camp, held through the holidays at East Calloway Elementary, was filled with children Wednesday. Michelle Young, Lyndsi Keel and Mandy Haugen spend
their free time coloring before lunch.

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)
— Bosnia's Serb leader says
NATO nations should pull their
peacekeepers from Bosnia if the
military alliance contributes its
warplanes to enforce a no-fly
zone.
"The NATO nations have declared themselves to be hostile
towards the Serbian people,"
Radovan Karadzic was quoted as
saying today by the Belgrade daily Borba.
Karadzic held a news conference Wednesday, after the United
States and its NATO allies agreed
to give the United Nations plans
to enforce its flying ban in Bosnia. The NATO proposal includes
shooting down Serbian planes.
"Their declaration is an act of
war against the entire Serbian
• TURN TO PAGE 3

Wishing you a very merry Christmas
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With eye to history, Bush back to acting presidential
By MIKE FEINSILBER
ausEciassell Prose WAses
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WASHINGTON — George
Bush appears to have gotten over
his election rejection blues. He's
back to acting presidential.
For a time, Bush didn't try to
conceal his gloom at having been
turned out of office — only the
ninth incumbent in American history to be ousted.
"We're shifting gears to the
new administration," he told a
visitor, Chaim Herzog, the president of Israel. "We're referring
all calls to them."
But the world won't stop for
the 11 weeks between the elec.
uon of a new president and his
installation. Events demanded
presidential responses.
So Bush has become fully
engaged again, the commanderin-chief in charge. He sent troops
to help starving Africans, edged
toward confrontation in Bosnia,
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LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
President-elect Clinton is rounding out his Cabinet by selecting
Zoe Baird of Connecticut to be
the nation's first female attorney
general and adding another black
and Hispanic to key posts.
The appointment of Baird, a
friend of Clinton and his wife,
Hillary, was expected to be the
highlight of a Christmas-eve
news conference at which Clinton
announces four Cabinet appointments and the U.S. trade
representative.
Transition and Democratic
sources, speaking on the condition of anonymity, said Clinton
also would appoint:

first high-level trade talks in four
years. He released military equipment that had been sold to China
but put in storage as a protest
against the Tiananmen Square
massacre.

He went to Texas to deliver a
valedictorian warning to Clinton
against a turn toward
isolationism.
"The alternative to American
leadership is not more security
for our citizens, but less," he
said.
Closer to home. BusIthas been
said to be weighing a Parting pardon to Republican stalwart Caspar Weinberger and other targets
of Iran-Contra prosecutions. His
administration filed a big pricefixing suit against eight major
airlines this week.
In a sense, Page said, Bush's
re-engagement is a favor to Clinton, who-could hardly have made
dispatching troops to Somalia his
first order of business. If U.S.

involvement turns sour, Clinton
will be able to claim that he'd
inherited it, Page said.
But Page says Bush was probably acting as much out of his
own interest.
"I think he felt frustrated during the campaign because there
were things that he thought
needed to be done but that he was
advised against doing," he said.
"I imagine he feels guilt because
action six months earlier would
have saved many, many thousands of lives."
Historian John Mueller of the
University of Rochester said
presidents act with an eye on history's verdict, and never more
than when they are preparing to
leave.
"Everybody does," Mueller
said. "If you're president you
start thinking that there's going
to be this thing about you in the
encyclopedias and you think
about what it will say."
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Pena for transportation secretary.
Pena, 45, who became Denver's
first Hispanic mayor in 1983, has
been serving as head of Clinton's
transition team studying transportation issues.
*Senior transition aide Mickey
Kantor to U.S. trade representative. Kantor, 53, a Los Angeles
auorney, was chairman of Clinton's presidential campaign.
With the Cabinet selections
completed, policy aides had
Christmas deadlines to submit
option papers on a wide range of
budget, policy and legislative
issues. Hundreds of sub-Cabinet
jobs, many of them critical federal agency heads, need to be

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.
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•Former Arizona Gov. Bruce
Babbiu for interior. Babbitt. 54,
is a colorful outdoorsman who
sought the 1988 Democratic presidential nomination. Environmentalists pushed for Babbitt's
appointment.
*Rep. Mike Espy of Mississippi
for agriculture secretary. A major
Clinton campaign supporter and
fellow member of the centrist
Democratic Leadership Council,
Espy, 39, was a strong contender
for the post early on. But some
farm and environmental group
objected and Clinton was considering other candidates as late as
Wednesday.
•Former Denver Mayor Federico

filled.
Working himself hoarse and
ragged to fill the Cabinet by
Christmas, Clinton tried to
appease Democratic interest
groups that demanded more
women and minorities, while dispelling the suggested that he was
filling gSolitical quotas.
"It's clearly frustrating to have
quotas implied because the governor is not for quotas," spokesman George Stephanopoulos said
Wednesday.
Baird, 40, would be the first
woman to head the Justice
Department and the third woman
in the Clinton Cabinet, fourth if
Clinton's choice for United

Nations ambassador, which he
plans to elevate to Cabinet level,
is counted. Espy, a Clinton campaign ally, would be the fourth
black in the Cabinet, a milestone.
Pena would be the second
Hispanic.
Baird, a former Carter White
House aide who is chief counsel
for Aetna Life & Casualty Co.,
arrived in Little Rock Wednesday
night. She could not be reached
for comment.
Baird and her husband, Yale
Law School Professor Paul Gewirtz, are expected to spend part of
the New Year's holiday with the
president-elect and his wife.

Local News Roundup

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For

GEORGE BUSH
against Bosnia-Heriegovina.
They decided to seek U.N.
authority for air patrols that
would shoot down Serbian air-craft over Brisnia.
Bush has been on the phone
with Russian President Boris

Yeluin on slashing their nuclear
arsenals. If details are worked
out, a treaty could be signed
before Bush leaves office — a
triumphant capstone. Bush's
Somalia schedule leaves room for
a stop in Moscow or Geneva,
Switzerland, en route home.
"That's probably what he
wants most of all, a new agreement with Yeltsin," said political
scientist Benjamin Page of Northwestern University. "That could
be very useful for the country and
the world."
Additionally. Bush also has
pushed for a I08-nation trade
deal before Inauguration Day:
agreement has eluded negotiators
for six years. He rewarded
Vietnam for helping account for
missing U.S. servicemen by
allowing U.S. companies to
become active there.
He sent Commerce Secretary
Barbara Franklin and a 25-member delegation to China for the

Clinton to appoint first woman as attorney general

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
;1_

delivered a parting sermon to his
successor, reached for a historic
nuclear disarmament agreement.
Now he's planning to visit the
troops in the field in Somalia.
"He's on a roll," said Fred
Greenstein, a Princeton Univers'.
ty political scientist. "Some of
the energy that went into putting
together the Persian Gulf War
coalition is now focused on doing
good and looking good in history.
He's clearly trying to commit the
Clinton administration to things
he thinks are a good idea."
Bush had President-elect Clinton's informed consent in dispatching soldiers on a mission of
mercy to Somalia, but it was his
own decision to pay a New
Year's Eve visit, bound to be a
splashy hail and farewell.
The president entertained British Prime Minister John Major at
-Camp David, Md., last weekend
and agreed to a new eflon to end
Serbia's "ethnic cleansing" war

CANDIDATE FILES FOR MAGISTRATE RACE
Danny E. Parrish of Rt. 2 Murray has filed the necessary papers to become
a candidate for the office of Calloway County Magistrate, District 4, in the
1993 elections.

Ross Insurance
Agency
6th & Main

PADUCAH MAN CHARGED WITH MURDER

753-0489

Michael M. Carbonel, 34, of Paducah, has been charged with first-degree
murder in the shooting death of Sherry Thomas, 32. According to police
reports, Thomas was shot in the head and body several times as she left
the rear entrance of Dr. Charles Winkler's othce at 1532 Lone Oak Road
around 5:40 p.m. Wednesday. Carbonel works in the Paducah city street
department. The incident is still under investigation.

Christmas is
the season
when the
whole world
is colored
with bright
shades of
LOVE.
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II Children...

News of the World

FROM PAGE 1

BITTERSWEET CHRISTMAS IN SOMALIA

BAIDOA, Somalia — Chief Warrant Officer Tim Gelinas packed his plastic
Christmas tree for the trip, and Staff Sgt. Ben Luster is practicing carols on
his harmonica. Their goal is Christmas in Bardera. The town, plagued by
looters and packed with hungry Somalis driven off their land, is a major step
in the U.S.-led military coalition's drive to make sure food donated from
wound the world gets to those who need it. As the U.S. Marines packed
Wednesday for the journey, the mood was bittersweet: Nobody wants to be
away from home at Christmas, but Bardera is a better place than most if you
can't be with loved ones. "What's the Christmas spirit about?" asked Luster,
27, of Los Angeles.

OPERATION'S NEEDS BEING RE-EVALUATED

WASHINGTON — The general in charge of U.S. forces in Somalia says
Operation Restore Hope is going so well that it may take fewer U.S troops
than the 28,000 originally planned to complete the task. But some Pentagon
officials aren't so sure. Marine Lt. Gen. Robert Johnston said in a television
interview Wednesday that he has been re-evaluating the needs of the operation, which is designed to protect shipments of food to starving Somalis
"We would always, in any military operation, reassess the requirements to
perform the mission," he said on CBS-TV's This Morning" program from
Somalia's capital, Mogadishu. "I've done that and have recommended to my
boss, General (Joseph) Hoar, some reductions in the force flow, perhaps
even in the low thousands." A Pentagon spokesman, Navy Lt. Cmdr.
Joseph Gradisher, said Wednesday that no decision had been made to
deviate from the original plan, announced Dec. 4, to send 16,000 Marines,
10,000 Army soldiers, 1,500 sailors and 600 Air Force personnel into
Somalia.

Seven-year-old Lauren Parrish
wants a doll, easel, magic copier
and shoes.
G.I. Joe isn't gone from toyland. He just has a new look.
Bucky Haugen, 8, wants a G.1.
Joe for Christmas, along with
Nintendo games, an L.A. Raiders
hat to replace one that was stolen,
and baseball and football cards.
"Christmas means families
being together and sharing,"
Haugen said.
Ashley Hulse, 9, said she likes
to go shopping and buy presents

for others at Chnstmastime. She
did have a few things on her list,
though. Hulse said she would like
a Nintendo system and the game
'Zelda'. She said she also wants a
bundle baby.
"Christmas means the birth of
Jesus Christ and giving," Hulse
said of what the holiday means to
her.
A trampoline was number one
on Anne-Marie Dunlap's list for
Santa. The 9-year-old said she
would also like a typewriter and a
chalkboard.
"I have a chalkboard, but it's
not very good," she said.
Dunlap said she likes the shar-

ing part of Christmas and going
to her grandmother's house. She
also thinks about Jesus.
"I think a lot about the time
when Jesus was born," she said.
Five-year-old Mandy Haugen
said she looks forward to going
to her grandma's house and presents at Christmas.
A Puppy Surprise, Little Miss
Magic Jewels and a Polly Pocket
are a few of the things she would
like from Santa.
A '90210' telephone would be
a great Christmas gift for Lyndsi
Keel. She is also interested in
some Laura Ingalls Wilder books,

a stuffed Siamese cat and a Polly
Pocket Pull-Out Playhouse.
"Christmas is about Jesus and
Jesus' birthday," the 7-year-c!d
said. "I'm looking forward to
giving and receiving."
Six-year-old Michelle Yoi
said she likes to go to her gr:
mother's house at Christina
•

"I like to look at the v
down on the floor," she
Young said she wants :
and a bean bag chair for f
mas. Miss Magic Jewels
Walk and Go would also tx
she said.

•Serbians...

FOREIGN STUDENTS' NUMBERS RISING

WELLESLEY, Mass. — Babson College Registrar Suzanne Gordon starts
practicing a month ahead of graduation for her job of calling out the names
of students as they pick up their diplomas. Anupam Bhattachayra. Bhimsen
Batra Abdou Bensouda. Tianguang Du. This is the sound of commencement at a school whose graduate division is more than one-third foreign. "I
actually rehearse them," Gordon said. "It's getting harder." The number of
foreign students at American colleges and universities reached a record
419,585 last year, according to the Institute for International Education. The
figures are the most recent available. Students from abroad bring $5.2 billion a year with them into the U S. economy, according to the Commerce
Department.

FROM PAGE 1
people, and the U.N. forces from
NATO countries deployed in the
former Bosnia-Herzegovina
should be replaced with forces
from nations which have not
advocated intervention, which
have retained their impartiality,"
Karadzic said.
The Yugoslav army is widely
blamed for instigating the war in
neighboring Bosnia and for pro-

viding logistical support to the
Serbian insurgents who have captured two-thirds of that state.
Yugoslavia's army chief of
staff, Gen. Zivota Panic, said his
forces are poised to fight any
intervention in Bosnia.
"Although any foreign military intervention would be completely illogical and would risk
spreading the war throughout the
European continent, the Yugoslav

HOLIDAY TRAVEL INCREASES

NEW YORK— Travelers can expect busier airports, train stations and highways over Christmas and New Year's for the same reason holiday shoppers
are seeing longer lines at checkout counters. With the economy improving
and confidence on the rise, many expect this to be the busiest holiday travel
season since before the recession began. "They say it's standing room
only," said Frank Heck of Baltimore as he waited Wednesday in Baltimore's
Penn station for a train to take him, his wife and son to his mother's house
in Albany, N.Y. "We were hoping in the middle of the day, two days before
Christmas, we would avoid it, but I'm afraid not." Many would-be travelers
spent the past two Christmases at home, skimping first because of the brewing recession and the Gulf War and then because of economic weakness
last year that had many people worried about their jobs.

Gov. Jones says he
has met hiring goal

7.7 percent were black and
minorities made up 8 percent.
Associated Press Writer
In the statement, Jones said he
would concentrate on the
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Figures appointment of African AmeriCUBANS FACE GRIM HOLIDAY
CONSOLACION DEL SUR, Cuba — For many Cubans, this is a Christmas
by Gov. Brereton Jones' cans to high level positions,
released
year
of rice and beans, of gifts ungiven and of prospects for a grimmer
ion show state govern- "rather than on playing a numadministrat
betby
ahead. Christians will be celebrating more openly than usual, aided
during his term
hiring
ilitantly
ment
once-m
the
and
Church
Catholic
Roman
the
between
relations
bers game with state
ter
in
holiday
the
goal for employment."
canceled
statutory
officially
a
which
,
exceeded
government
atheistic Communist
1966. The lucky ones will slaughter pigs Of find a costly bit of meat on the
minority hiring.
However, Jones said on Tuesblack market. Some may uncork a hoarded bottle of rum, turn on the radio
same figures also day he had directed cabinet secrethose
But
in
better
any
and dance. But life on the island is hard and won't be getting
show that overall state employ- taries to achieve a minimum of 8
1993, says President Fidel Castro. The Communist leader said the next
by
shattered
ment includes fewer minorities percent minority representation in
economy
an
rebuild
to
tries
Cuba
as
difficult"
year will be "very
than the goal.
the fall of its Socialist trading partners in Europe.
their work forces by the end of
The release Wednesday con- the second year of his term,
HURRICANE VICTIMS STRUGGLE will be making a tinued for a second day the con- which would be December 1993.
HOMESTEAD, Fla — Anains Perdomo says Santa Claus
troversy over minority hiring and
The statement Wednesday also
mistake if he brings her toys to the house where she was born. "That house
t in state government. incorrectly said that Jones
playshe
as
employmen
said
-old
4-year
the
Santa,"
is broken. Don't put the toys there,
On Tuesday, a group of civil appointed the first black circuit
ed on her backyard swing and watched construction workers hammer down
the roof blown off by Hurricane Andrew four months ago. Anairis and her
rights activists said the Jones court judge, which was later
family spend every weekend in Homestead, driving two hours from their
ion lagged behind the amended to say he appointed
administrat
of
rebuilding
the
on
eye
an
keep
to
County
Broward
temporary apartment in
administrations in
storm
The
24.
Aug.
of
"one of the first African Ameriprevious
morning
the
two
on
the 8-year-old house nearly destroyed
can circuit judges."
the employment of minorities in
has cast a pall over Christmas for many in South Florida. "It doesn't feel like
Iris
Christmas to MO. I can't get into it," said Anairts' mother, 39-year-old
government.
A spokeswoman for Jones said
state
Perdomo "But I have to do it anyway, because of the children."
the reference to the first appointJones said Tuesday that he had
ment was a mistake that was corappointed more minorities and
authority
of
positions
rected as soon as it was pointed
women to
than other administrations. But out.
Jones noted his appointment of
his office declined to provide stahiring.
overall
on
two cabinet secretaries who are
tistical figures
black and the appointment of the
The figures released Wednesnot directly refute the sta- first female black judge in the
do
day
CHICAGO (AP) — Students left a school Christmas party in tears
tistics provided by the civil rights state, Jefferson District Judge
after parents who had volunteered to distribute the gifts stole 200 of
Janice Martin.
activists.
the presents.
The reference to the circuit
to
the
administraAccording
Marshall Taylor, principal of Friedrick von Schiller Elementary
was apparently about
judgeship
tion figures, minorities comprised
School in the Cabrini-Green housing project, described the scene as
Jasmin. But Jasmin
Ernest
Judge
7.09 percent of the state govern"chaos, complete chaos" after the parents tore open packages and
is at least the third black to hold
31,
Oct.
as
of
force
work
ment
helped themselves Wednesday.
that position.
compared to 7.07 percent the
"There was wrapping paper all over the floor — just as if someBenjamin Shobe was appointed
same date a year ago.
body had said, 'Hey, help yourself!" Taylor said.
to the Jefferson Circuit Court
of
Coleman
Rev,
Louis
The
"It was like monkeys in a cage," said a parent, Brenda Sanders.
bench in 1976 by Gov. Julian
Shelbyville said minorities made
"They wanted their bananas and they were fighting over them."
and was elected to the
Carroll
executive
up 7.06 percent of the
The gifts — toys, clothes, games and other items solicited from loctimes before his
branch work force as of June 30, post several
al companies — were supposed to go to 325 fifth- through eighthyear. William
last
retirement
1992, compared to 7.62 percent
graders.
to the Jefelected
was
McAnulty
1991.
on the same date in
Montgomery Ward & Co., a principal sponsor of the event, replaced
1983. He
in
Court
ferson Circuit
The statement Wednesday said
about 150 of the gifts Wednesday night. Some students were taken to
leaving
bench,
the
left
also
has
that in the 7,268 new hires from
Montgomery Ward stores to receive the replacements, while others
currentblack
only
the
as
Jasmin
admithe beginning of the Jones
were to receive them through the school today, said Rob Kasenter,
on a circuit bench.
nistration to the end of October, ly
vice president of human resources.
No immediate arrests were made in the thefts, and the only items
recovered were a few gifts that were apparrently discarded by the
parents who stole them.
About 30 parents had offered to help the principal arrange the
presents.
"The parents have set a wonderful example for the kids of what not
to do," Taylor said.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN

Parents steal presents
'elrom kids' school party
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army has been on alert for some
time, prepared to respond to
eventual aggression," he said.
Panic's remarks were contained in an interview for today's
edition of Borba and carried by
the Belgrade-based Tanjug news
agency.
The Serbs reported fighting
continued today in Bosnia, but its
besieged capital, Sarajevo, was
relatively quiet.
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
Pt'BUSHED BY Aft'RIMY NEWSPAPERS. INC'.

Letters to the Editor
Thankfulforfiremen and neighbors
Dear Editor
We've always known and understood the advantages of living in a
small community like Murray However, they have never been more
apparent than Sunday evening and all the days since.
We can't begin to name the names of each person who came to help
during the fire at our home — some of whom we didn't e%en know
and still haven't met. More than 75 people watched and waited with
us while our house was burning. Once the firemen told us to begin
removing our belongings, everyone there helped empty our house.
Fnends, strangers, neighbors, and even small children carried furniture. photographs. Christmas decorations, and all the contents of our
home into the Library Annex. Our house was completely emptied in
30 minutes!
Though it was freezing cold, several stayed to sweep water off our
floors as quickly as it was pouring through the ceiling. Many brought
coats, flashlights, brooms, mops, warm socks, dry shoes. coffee...
We were flooded with offers of places to stay and offers of assistance that night. Thanks to all those who offered. We know each offer
was heartfelt and sincere.
Thanks to those who took care of our children that night Thanks to
those who took our- traumatized dog away from the area and kept her
safe and *arm.
Thanks to the Library for opening up the Annex to store our things
out of the smoke and rain. Had this not been made available, we
would have lost many of our belongings.
Thanks to all the little elves who bought us a Christmas tree,
cleaned up our ornaments and Christmas decorations, and set up our
new temporary home in a truly festive fashion.
Thanks to all those who have washed clothes so we can have something to wear.
Thanks to the wonderful people who came and braved the cold to
scoop the soaking wet debris out of the upstairs to save our plaster
ceilings below. Thanks to those who worked for hours trying to save
our hardwood floors.
Thanks to the carpenters and restoration people for getting there
immediately to give us a temporary roof and heat to save the house
from the elements.
Thanks to the people who brought food and groceries. Thanks to the
people who have loaned us coats to wear and brought us clothes for
r son
Finally, and most of all, thank you to the brave men of the Murray
Fire Department. They came about 6 30 p m and stayed with our
house until 9 a.m. the following day. There were several times we all
thought the house was going to be lost. It is miraculous to us that they
were able to save it. We are eternally grateful for their hard work. We
also appreciate their patience with us since from time to time we
became a bit hysterical.
Though the situation seems very tragic, we are all fine, our house is
still standing. and everything can be repaired. We lost little We
gained a lot. The outpouring of love we have received has made the
situation bearable.
There is, of course, no good time for such a thing to occur, though
it seems Christmas may be about the worst. I don't think this one will
ever be thought of as the best by our family, but will always be
remembered as the most special. Your efforts have truly blessed our
family
Rick, Vicki, Jessica and Richic Jones
714 Main Street. Murray

Applauds Officer Jones, D.A.R.E.
Dear Editor:
I want to applaud the Murray Police Department for their participation in the Drug Abuse Resistance Education (DARE.) program;
however. I especially wish to applaud Officer Melodic Jones for her
outstanding work with the students of Southwest Elementary School.
Having been in the educational field since 1973. I have never
observed an officer with more patience or understanding than Officer
Jones
The Murray Police Department. the City of Murray and the citizenry of Murray should be very proud to have such an outstanding officer
working with our students. From an administrator's point of view as
principal and parent of a P-4 student. I thank Officer Jones for the
manner in which she presented necessary material to young students
Her understanding of school schedules and time frames was also
commendable.
I do not give professional respect either freely or very often; yet,
Officer Jones most assuredly deserves all of the respect one can
afford. I look forward to Southwest Elementary School's continued
participation in the D.A.R.E. program. With such officers as Officer
Jones. the program has to be successful. Officer Jones found respect
the old-fashioned way: she earned it. Kudos to her and the Murray
Police Department for their continuing efforu for the betterment of
our children's education.
R. Kent Barnes. pnncipal
Rt. 7 Box 666 Murray
Elementary,
Southwest

Christmas is the anniversary of the greatest miracle
in the annals of science and has been set aside
throughout the world to commemorate the most boleyolent of all the divine gifts ever received by
mankind.
This day has been designated by Christians of all
nations to pause in deep gratitude for the fulfillment
of the promise of peace to men of goodm,ill and of
eternal life to those who accept Jesus as the Son of
God
Once each year, under the spell of a few hallowed
hours, men become brothers. Smiles replace frowns,
humility replaces arrogance and love replaces
indifference.
What works this miracle, which for centuries has
inspired people, sermons, music' and works of art?
The answer lies in the fact that mankind, during
these magic moments, is caught up in the rapture of
the Christmas spirit as the greatest story ever told
unfolds its sacred message.
The birth of the Messiah at Bethlehem had been
accurately predicted for centuries by Old Testament
prophets. Around 740 B.C., Isaiah wrote, "Unto is a
Child is born, K hose name shall be Prince of
Peace."
Forty years later, Micah made this forecast: "Thou
Bethlehem, out of thee, He shall come forth."
According to Luke, a Gentile and author of the
third gospel, an angel appeared to Judean shepherds
on the night of Jesus' birth and said, "Unto you is
born a Savior who is Christ the Lord." A celestial
choir joined the angel and sang about peace on earth
and goodwill among men.
The message from the heavenly host represents
much more than a lovely legend, and the quotation
from Luke is considered by Christians to he the top
news story and the greatest love story in the history'
of the universe.

Born in a stable and brought up as a carpenter,
Jesus was regarded as an average tradesman by His
Nazareth neighbors. However, at the age of 30, He
began to teach and within three years His teachings
and His miracles began to change the course of
history.
Even the 20th century cynics who probe the
fathomless wisdom of the Nazarene and reflect on
the continuing influence of His teachings, must admit
that the Bethlehem Babe was the greatest gift of all
time.
Thousands of generous acts, countless gestures of
goodwill, worship through carols, smiles of gratitude
and the inspired enchantment establish Christmas as
the simplest yet the mightiest of all seasons.
The star which guided the shepherds to the manger has never set or faded. It shone through our
revolution, our Civil War and our world wars and
will continue to shine so long as there are little
children with love in their hearts and adults with the
wisdom to recognize the significance of the miracle
of the manger.
It's comforting to observe that Christmas still
brings a new scale of values to old and young. In
keeping with the magic of the season, a jolly little
saint with white whiskers steals the headlines from
the great capitals of the globe and from the
gargantuan giants of the gridiron.
We wish for our readers genuine happiness during
these golden moments, and family love and good
cheer that will transform your workday house into a
palace of Christmas enchantment.
• • • •
For 48 years, Loyal Phillips has written Christmas
editorials for the SNPA Bulletin and for distribution
in several other countries and languages. A retired
editor and publisher and former SNPA director, he
writes for the Northwest Florida Dail*, News in
Fort Walton Beach, Fla.)

Christmas arts and crafts
As inevitably as eggnog, some
time each Christmas morn there
comes a moment amidst the
opened presents spread around
the room and the big hag of discarded cards and paper and ribbons when I am moved to recite a
Wordsworth sonnet our English
literature teacher, Miss Word,
made us memorize in our junior
year of high school.
The pertinent lines are these:
The word is too much with us,
late and soon,
Getting and spending, we lay
waste our powers.
Little we sec in Nature that is
ours;
We have given our hearts
away, • sordid boon!
The sea that bares her bosom
to the moon;
The winds that will be howling
at all hours,
And are up-gathered now like
sleeping flowers;
For this, for everything, we are
out of tune;
It moves us not. Great God...
Probably the appropriateness
of the lines about "too much" and
"getting and spending, we lay
waste" are what bring Wordsworth and Miss Word to mind.
The poem fits the mood. In the
wake of weeks of preparation and
outpoured energy and ingenuity
trying to do the right kind of
sharing follows a post-opening
pause, a fleeting instant of letdown, when each of us thinks,
"No. It wasn't quite right The
gifts didn't quite say what they
were meant to say. The love and
the memories and the gratitude
for each other, and all the other

We don't live in a left-overs
world anymore. We consume and
discard. It says a lot about our
generation to know that the shortage of waste disposal dumps is a
national crisis. "Getting and
spending, we lay waste our
powers."
The birthday of our grandfather on the other side ol the
family fell on Christmas Day. He
never liked to celebrate either.
His Scotch blood made him a stoic. Over the years he lived after
his wife died, he gave away
almost everything they owned,
feather beds and all. When I gave
him a pen for Christmas one
year, he thanked me and gave it
back; a stub of a pencil was
enough for him. By the time he
died, he could get all of his
worldly possessions into one old
leather valise next to his borrowed bed in a grandson's home.
The legacy he left us was the
example of giving oneself away
while one is still alive. He owned
the world because he had the
power of owning nothing.
His son, our father, inherited
the habit. In our last visit before
he died, he rubbed the bare spot
on the crown of my head and said
he wished he had given me something else than middle-aged bald-

great meanings of the day, are
still unwrapped, somewhere in
this room."
Christmas is a time when the
generation gap is most apparent.
Our elders were better at Christmas than we are. We have a long
way to go yet before we can
match them for milking human
kindness from the holiday.
We had a grandmother who
saved the wrappings from her
Christmas gifts. She had a bureau
drawer filled with wrapping papers she had painstakingly folded
and pressed from Christmases
past. During one of her moves in
her widowhood days, her daughters once threw the collection
away. She retrieved it from the
backyard trash can. We loved
getting gifts from her, usually
things she had sewn herself,
wrapped in paper we recognized
from bygone Christmases.
Similarly, year-long she kept a
pot of soup simmering on the
back burner of her stove. Leftovers wound up in it. Nothing
was ever wasted She knew a lot
about the importance of continuity. We miss finding her particles
of the past popping up in our present. She practiced recycling long
before today's activists dreamt up
the word for it.

ness. This from a man who had
given me hours of his time playing baseball and fishing and a
college education he hadn't had.
In his entire life he had never laid
a hand on me to punish me. This
pat on the head was better than a
papal blessing. Each year I light a
Roman candle in his memory.
He did give me one thing he
had left, the gold pocket watch
his father had given him when he
graduated from high school, telling me to keep it a while and
then pass it on to his only grandson, my brother's son, when the
boy grew old enough to appreciate it. Time marches on, but stays
in the family.
His aunt, an unmarried elementary school teacher and principal,
gave us youngsters of the family
books for Christmas. She had a
way with words that we couldn't
escape.
Each in her or his way, and a
dozen others as well with quirks
of their own, made Christmas
worth waxing nostalgic over.
Christmas has gotten bigger, but
is diminished in the process
because the giants of Christmases
past are gone. We are but pygmy
shadow substitutes of ancestral
artists, and our imitative efforts
at Christmas sharing are but caricatures of their creative
craftsmanship.
If we had the power, we would
wrap up their gentle ways (in reused paper, of course) and give
them to our two daughters year
after year. We try, but we usually
are just left hoping they somehow
got passed on uncommentecl upon
during the opening flurry.
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Families find the holiday
spirit despite hard times
By SHARON COHEN
Asseetatod Prow Writer

They saw tough times this
year.
Ravaging storms. A riot. Two
kinds of rage.
Economic decline at home. A
famine a world away. Two kinds
of crises.
All these events were headlines, circumstances that shook
up the lives of tens of thousands
of Americans, robbing people of
their homes, their jobs and their
hopes — but not their holiday
spirit.
For a father of three looking
for work, a teacher yearning to
go home, a Korean immigrant
eager to rebuild his business and
a military wife separated — once
again — from her husband, this
will be a more subdued Christmas. But each has reason to
celebrate.
• • • •
"It's not about the biggest
A familiar bed, her Bible and
having her family all in one place
are what Shelley Hurt will miss
most this Christmas.
Hurt, like many living near the
Jersey shore, was forced from her
home in Highlands by this
month's Nor'easter, a devastating
three-day storm that caused hundreds of millions of dollars in
damage.
Three days before Christmas,
the preschool teacher was among
dozens of people lined up outside
a Methodist Church, hoping to
receive some canned goods, clothing and perhaps a toy or two
for her sister's two children.
"It's hard, but the Lord only
gives you as much as He feels
you can handle," Hurt said.
"And He must really feel we're
some strong people, as much as
we've been through."
She and her family — her
mother, four siblings, a niece and
nephew — are being temporarily
sheltered in different locations as
they await word on whether their
split-level home in Long Branch
will be livable.
But Hurt, 29, says while material possessions can be recovered,
it's harder to regain peace of
mind. Her bedroom, her haven,
will never be the same. The
storm has touched it, and the
overwhelming smell of mildew
aggravates her asthma.
Hurt's father died around this

the Los Angeles riots, their insurer filed bankruptcy papers, wiping out the S1.5 million they had
awaited to rebuild.
Then the Korean immigrants
but secs this as a temporary
the state insurance guarlearned
setback.
will give them just
fund
anty
"I'm one of the fortunate peomoney promised but
—
$500,000
ple," he said.
yet
not
delivered.
work
I'll
"I have no doubt
They also struggled with red
again. The only question is where
before the Small Business
tape
and when."
Administration approved a
• • • •
—
"...I think of what mothers in $500,000 low-interest loan
yet
to
money
promised
more
Somalia are going through."
arrive.
feelanticipates
Lakey
Theresa
"It takes so long it's unbelieving a bit lost on Christmas
because her husband, Jeffrey, is able," Lee said. "It seems that
in Somalia with the 1st Force we've just been waiting and waitService Support Group based at ing, sending papers."
The Lees feel reparations are
Camp Pendleton, Calif.
due,
though their faith in governbase
the
at
The Lakeys live
with their three sons, Jon, 7, Jef- ment agencies is shaken.
But their Christian beliefs are
frey, 5, and Joseph, born seven
as they prepare for Christstrong
weeks ago.
mas at the house of their daughter
"We've already opened the
presents from relatives," said Sarah Lee Park, 25, in suburban
Mrs. Lakey, 27. "We still have South Pasadena. Lee's sister, vissome believers, so Santa will iting from Korea, will join them.
"In a way, Christmas is warcome on Christmas Eve and we'll
mer
than the usual year because a
be
will
Christmas
presents.
open
hard. We'll just kind of stay lot of relatives, family and
together. The afternoon will be friends are sharing their concern.
hardest because we won't have a They have been doing a lot of
praying for our future since the
Is celebrating Its
traditional dinner."
Lakey, a 31-year-old sergeant, riots. So we feel great about
left Tuesday and will miss Christ- that," he said.
He has hired a contractor and
mas and the couple's eight-year
to start rebuilding in
expects
wedding anniversary, which is
To show appreciation for your
May.
Dec. 31.
felto
two
things
mention
"I
patronage over the past 10
It will be his second Christmas
up,
give
'Don't
victims:
low
Okiyears, the staff at Hong Kong
away — last year he was in
nawa. Mrs. Lakey spent the holi- there's always a way, God
Restaurant would like to give you
created us to live, not to stay in
day with friends.
She said her husband's depar- frustration and destroy
ture kept getting delayed and she ourselves.'
10%
"And second, the people
hoped he would not leave until
voluntarily
riots,
the
in
involved
after Christmas.
"I really didn't get emotional or involuntarily, we all are pay(Dine in or carry out)
until he walked away, carrying ing the price together. But we
is
disaster
this
that
sure
be
must
night
"At
all his bags," she said.
is when I really miss him the not going to happen again."
• • • •
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The couple grew up in Golden, Greenberg of the San Diego
this
to
contributed
bureau
Colo., and Mrs. Lakey said their
families are unable to travel for report.)
the holidays.
"I'm real supportive of what
he's doing," she said. "I just
look at my baby, and I think of
what mothers in Somalia are
going through. I'm so proud of
When you receive your subscription order blank to
him. I'm not one of those whiny
renew your paper please mail no later than the 24th of
military wives. I understand."
• • .6 •
each month.This will help insure that your service will
"...God created us to live..."
After Buddy and Betty Lee's
not be interrupted.
Advance Food Market burned in

CHRISTMAS TALES
time last year and the combined
memories will make celebrating
the holidays difficult. But she
remains philosophic:
"It will be the same because I
know what it's about — the birth
of Christ. It's the most important
day of my life. It's not about the
biggest gift, which is something
many people have forgotten."
• • • •
"This is not gloom and doom
time."
On Christmas Eve, Gary Zimmerman will go to church, celebrating all that he has: his family,
his health, his hope. He won't
give much thought to what he
doesn't have — a job.
"Things are not as bad as they
could be," said the unemployed
Chicago lawyer. "Look at the
TV. Look at Somalia. ... Wc're
all together. We have food to eat.
So many people are worse off
than I am. This is not gloom and
doom time."
In August, Zimmerman, 36,
joined the growing roster of
white-collar workers who lost
jobs this year in corporate cutbacks. He was a lawyer at Heller
Financial Inc.
The company, he said, gave
him a severance package and is
paying a firm to help him find a
new job. The firm has become his
temporary headquarters.
Each morning, he dons his coat
and tic, trekking from his suburban Park Ridge home to downtown Chicago, hoping this will be
his lucky day.
"There's a whole lot of people
out there in the same boat I am,"
he said.
Since the summer, he and his
wife, who runs a resale shop for
children's goods, have adopted
new spartan rules: no new
clothes, no dining out, no cable
TV, no more piano lessons for
their two young daughters.
"Christmas is a little tough,"
said Zimmerman, who also has a
baby son. "The kids are not
going to get the presents they're
used to getting. I still look at
myself as the income provider
and protector of the family. I'd
love to get my kids whatever they
want. They understand. But it
hurts."
Zimmerman is using savings
he had socked away for retirement and college for his children

Hong Kong L
Restaurant

10 Year Anniversary.
off any meal

December 26-31
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Japan's emperor thanks press for restraint
TOKYO (AP) — Emperor Akihito said Wednesday at a news
conference marking his 59th
birthday that he appreciates the
press' restraint in reporting on his
eldest son's search for a bride,
and he hopes that restraint will
continue.
The voluntary news blackout
was requested by the Imperial
Household Agency to protect the
privacy of prospective brides for
32-year-old Crown Prince Naruhito. It expires in February.
"I was greatly saddened formerly when there were some people who were unable to live normal lives due to the influence of
press coverage," the emperor
told palace reporters.
He would not comment on the
crown prince's marriage prospects, but added, "I do hope that
the quiet environment will be
maintained."
An English-language transcript
of the news conference was distributed to reporters who are not
part of the regular palace press
corps.
More than 9,000 well-wishers
waving small Japanese flags,
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Well always be there for you el

gathered at the Imperial Palace
Wednesday to celebrate the
emperor's birthday.
Akihito stood behind bulletproof glass on a balcony with

Empress Michiko and their two
sons, daughter and daughter-inlaw.
He thanked the crowd and
wished them a happy new year.
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Happy flew Year

Cain's*
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CALENDAR
JO's DATEBOOK

Thursday, Dec. 24
Murray Ledger & Times will
have an early deadline for Chnstmas Eve.

Jo Burkeen
(Murray Today editor

Calloway County Public Library
will be closed today in observance of Christmas holiday.
Hazel Center closed today for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center closed today for
senior citizens' activities
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./730 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m/Senior Citizens
Center, Benton
Calloway County Courthouse
closed today.
Bargain MatIn•as
Everyday Starting
Decambar 19th

Robert 0. Miller Courthouse
Anne x closed today.

mota-s•at thr rn
• &lit
•
• 'Dori Chest nut • 753-3.114
•
Open II:am t.. 10:pm
•

Murray City Hall closes at noon
today

Biggest Sale of the Year
--4 Days Only
Hours: Saturday, December 26th, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Regular Hours: Sunday, Monday & Tuesday

Receive 50' Off
All Christmas Decorations
and 20e' Off
All Non-Christmas Items
.Sale excludes Scarborough fragrances
and traditional Santas.

-1

Alcoholics Anonymous and Al-Anon are both active groups in the Murray and Calloway County area.
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) meets every day of the week except
Thursday.
These meetings are held at the American Legion Building at South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray.
An "open" meeting means that a person who has loved one or has a
possible problem with alcohol may attend, but they should call one of the
phone numbers and they will help them make plans to attend. This is
helpful to members and newcomers alike. A "closed" meeting is for alcoholics only.
The meeting schedule is as follows:
Monday - 8 p.m. - closed and discussion meeting.
Tuesday - 8 p.m. - open meeting.
Wednesday - 11 a.m. - open discussion.
Friday - 8 p.m. - open to newcomers.
Saturday - 8 p.m. - open meeting and also for Al-Anon for men and
women with alcohellic problems in family.
Sunday - 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. - closed meetings.
For more information about AA and Al-Anon, call 753-8136 or
435-4314.

salt.*-vixt-a tvedult,,trAtip-A6
25-5v - OFF CIIRISTNIA.S ITEMS
Now Through Christmas
Including Such Items As:
*Christmas Pottery *Decorated Wreaths .Angels
Santas
•PeppermInt Candles •Ornaments *Collectible

S
HOLLAND DRUG
753-1462

Downtown Murray
(on the Court Square)
753-3225

.
'Iv

Alcoholics Anonymous,
Al-Anon plan meetings

Winners' addresses given
Addresses of the winners of the Christmas Decorating Contest, sponbeen
sored by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club, have
announced Pictures of the winning places were published on Wednesday
They are Joe and Dorotha Parker, 1534 London Dr., prettiest residence;
Wilke Belle Farless, 1712 Magnolia Dr., prettiest door: Loyd and Oneida
FarBoyd, 1004 Sharpe St., prettiest tree. Sue and Martha Hughes, 1636
mer, prettiest for children: Jack and Pat Bykowski, 1526 Spring Creek Dr
prettiest nativity scene.

(('ont'd on page 7)

Don't Miss Our
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FOUR-H BANQUET — At the annual Calloway County 4-H
Achievement Banquet held Dec.3 in cafeteria of Calloway County
High School, several awards were presented to 4-Hers. Pictured,
from left, are Lisa Cooper, winner of the Junior Courier-Journal
Award of Excellence; Melody Parker, center, winner of the Senior
Division of the Award of Escellence that is aLso sponsored by the
Calloway County 4-H Council and the Courier-Journal; and Maxine Scott, coordinator of the contest in Calloway County. Parker's
entry will be judged in area competition.

Tomorrow is Christmas, as if you didn't know.
For most children, it will be a day of waking up, running to the
Chnstmas tree to see what Santa Claus has brought. Some will be
happy, some will be sad, some will throw a toy in the corner disgusted, some will holler with glee, etc.
It will also be a sad time for some children as their parents are
unable to buy toys for them. But because of all the helping agencies in
the area, and the work and effort of local people, it is hoped that every
child is remembered. We should all give a special thanks to these
agencies, churches, clubs and businesses.
Tomorrow will be a time of families coming together for dinner and
gifts. As we gather, let us remember what the reason for Christmas is
for the Christian churches — that is the observance of the birth of
Jesus Christ nearly 2,000 years ago. Several area churches will have
special Christmas Eve services tonight, and Mass will be at 9 a.m.
Fnday at St. Leo's Catholic Church followed by a dinner at 2 p.m.

Downtown-Court Square
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Singles Too plans events
Singles Too will have activities on Saturday. Dec. 26, and Monday, Dec
28 The group will meet Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at University Church of Christ
parking lot to go to Lamberts Restaurant at Sikeston. Mo., for eating and
shopping. On Monday the group will meet at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant, Coldwater Road, Murray. Ruth Smith will present a program on
'Gem — Genealogical.' This is a support group for all single men and
women that have never been married, are separated, divorced or widowed.
or Beverly,
For more information call Celia, 753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817,
•
435-4228

Catholic Church plans events
St. Leo's Catholic Church will have Christmas Masses on Thursday. Dec
24, with the Children's Mass at 4:30 p.m. and the annual Midnight Mass,
and on Friday. Dec. 25, at 9 a.m. Dinner will be served on Christmas Day at
2 p m at the church for any persons who will be alone on that day, according to Sr. Mary Anne Yanz, 0 P. Director of Religious Education.

Methodists plan service
First United Methodist Church will have a Candlelight Communion Service
on Thursday, Dec. 24, at 7 p.m. Dr. Jerry Jeffords, pastor, invites the public
to attend this service The offering taken will go to the Pastor s Emergency
Fund to help those in need, Dr. Jetfords said

Presbyterians plan service
First Presbyterian Church will have a Candlelight Communion, Special
Gift to Christ service on Thursday, Dec 24, at 7 p.m. at the church The
public is invited to attend this special service at the church located at Main
and 16th Streets, Murray. Interim pastors are the Rev Betty Shepperson
and Dr. David Shepperson Jr.

Episcopal Church plans service
The traditional Christmas Eve Liturgy at St. John's Episcopal Church will
begin at 10:30 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 24. Carol singing will precede the
service Fr Andre Trevathan, vicar of St. John's, will be the celebrant and
preacher, who invites the public to attend. The church is located at 1620
Main St., Murray

Christian Church plans service

SIR1q1=ITS
AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE!
SAVE ON THE ENTIRE STOCK OF
FALL AND WINTER MERCHANDISE

114 TO 112 OFF!
Fall & Holiday
Dresses

Coats

25% to 33%

OFF

to 1/2
1/3 OFF
Leathers
•••• .4

Hours:
Sat. 8:30-5:00
Sun. lp-5p
Mon.-Thurs. 9:30-5p
Open New Years Day
108-5p

30% to 50%
OFF

Fall & Winter
Sportswear

1/4 VF 1/2

All Hanes Hosiery

Handbags

25%

1/4 to 1/2

OFF

OFF

Lingerie & Robes

Shoes and Boots

1/4 to 1/2

1/4 to 1/2
OFF

OFF
COURT SQUARE — MURRAY

First Chnstian Church will have its Christmas Eve Candlelight and Holy
Communion Service on Thursday, Dec. 24, at 8 p.m. in the church sanctuary. This is one of the most extraordinary worship experiences of the entire
church year, featuring Jesus as the light of the world with each of us lighting
our candles from one another that in turn has been Id from the Christ
Candle,' said Dr. David Roos, pastor. A nursery will be available for children. 0 to 3 years.

Temple Hill Lodge plans meeting
Temple Hill Lodge No 276 Free and Accepted Masons will have a special
meeting on Saturday. Dec. 26, at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 464,
east of Almo. The purpose of the meeting will be the election of officers for
1993. All members are urged to attend.

MHS Class of 1973 will meet
Murray High School Class of 1973 will have a special planning meeting
for the upcoming 20-yew reunion in 1993. This will be Saturday, Dec. 26, at
4 p.m. at Shoney's Restaurant. All class members are urged to attend to
plan this special event. For more information call Donna Cathey, 753-1982.

Senior Citizens' Center closed
The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Center at Weaks Community Center will be closed on Thursday and Friday. Dec. 24 and 25, for the
Christmas holidays. MCCSCC is a United Way Agency. The center will
reopen on Monday, Dec. 28, at 9 a.m., according to Eric Kelleher, director of
Senior Citizens.

Singles (SOS) open house Friday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have its Christmas Open House
at Pamela's horns. This is an SOS tradition and all singles are welcome to
spend Christmas Day afternoon, from 2 to 7 p.m., with the group. Pamela is
one of the original founders of the SOS, an organization that has been providing support and positive social interaction for single adults throughout the
region for over five years. Refreshments will be provided, along with games
and foliowship. Singles do not have to be a member to attend SOS is a
support and social group for single adults whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information and directions to Pamela's
home, call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0221

Ladies' Tennis Play cancelled
Ladias' Tennis League of Murray Country Club will not met again until
after the holidays. Regular play will resume on Monday, Jan 11

Hospital retirees will not meet
Rotifers of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will not have a meeting this
month. The group normally meats on the last Monday night of the month at
6 p m at Sirloin Stockade. This is for all retirees arid for any parsons who
have INN worked at the hospital. Tha time and place of the next meeting
will be announced later For more information call Nancy McClure or Loma
Brandon.

New Boy Scout Troop meets Monday
Boy Scout Troop 641. sponsored quAllurray Rotary Club, is now meeting
o Auction, Inc., located on Old 641
each Monday at 0:30 p.m. at Murray
North now Akno. This is for all boys, ages 11 to 18. Chuck Morgan is scoutmaster and Darrel Stutter is assistant scoutmaster. For morn information call
Morgan at 753-1105.

MURRAY TODAY
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CALENDAR
Friday, Dec. 25
Calloway County Courthouse
closed today.

Friday, Dec. 25
Murray Ledger & Times will
not publish a newspaper today in
observance of Christmas holiday.

Wedding will be Saturday
Flower girls will be Bethany
Clark and Sarah Clark.
Tracy Paschall will be best
man. Groomsmen and ushers will
include Jimmy Murphey, David
Outland, Mau Wallace, David
Potts, Danny Williams and
Michael Houston.
Ringbearers will be Justin Stiller and Aaron Cotton.
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall at the church.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding
ceremony and the reception.

Plans have been finalized for
the wedding of Kimberly L. Higgins, daiighter of Ronnie Higgins
and Irene Higgins, and James
Kevin Johnson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Doc Johnson.
The vows will be solemnized
Saturday, Dec. 26, at 6 p.m. at
University Church of Christ,
Murray. Charlie Bazzell, minister, will officiate.
Angela Paschall will be matron
of honor. Bridesmaids will be
/.` '.- ptsy Murphy and Felisha Lamb.

Friday, Dec. 25
Robert 0. Miller Courthouse
Annex closed today.

Chapter M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood met Saturday, Dec. 12, at
10 a.m. for coffee at the home of
Mrs. Hugh Oakley on Olive
Boulevard, Murray.
Mrs. Vester Orr presented a
special Christmas program on
"Christmas, The Supreme Heritage." Mrs. Orr and her husband
moved from Houston, Texas, to
Calloway County about three
years ago and now reside on
Kentucky Lake. They are both
former residents of Murray.
A gift exchange of Christmas
ornaments with a religious theme
was held.
Mrs. Ron Christopher served
as cohostess with Mrs. Oakley.
The next meeting of Chapter M
will be Saturday, Jan. 16, at 10
a.m. at the home of Mrs. Peter
van Ameringen on North Seventh
Street, Murray.

Calloway County Public Library
will be closed today in observance of Christmas holiday.
Local Post Offices will be closed
for Christmas holiday.
Hazel Center closed today for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center closed today for
senior citizens' activities.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St.,/open
p,m.
Infor153-TEEN.

By Stacy Overbey
lem. (EC leaders, though, keep
working valiantly at finding
grounds for peace.) Distancing
oneself is not going to make the
problems go away; cooperative
combat is what's needed now.
Rightist political parties have
gained ground in every election
held this year and the trend is
expected to continue. The ultraconservative rhetoric appeals to
people's fears of loss of control
over their own lives. It claims the
EC government is made up of
second-rate politicians who
couldn't make it at the national
level, and who don't have their
constituents' ihterests at heart.
Economic unity has been set
back by xenophobic fiscal policies and constant currency devaluation, done without regard to
other economies. On this point,
the EC has strayed furthest from
the path of unification, with each
country doing whatever it takes
to protect its own monetary
system.
Though the EC now numbers
just 12 members, almost every
other European country has
applied for membership. For
some (Norway, Sweden, Austria),
it is only a matter of following
routine procedure; for others
(Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, for
example), it means many radical
changes must take place first.
Western European countries have
made real efforts to bring Eastern
Europe up to par on all fronts.
But after three years of expense,
complications and frustration,
support for such aid has waned
and attentions have turned
inward.
Just this month the Swiss voted
no in a referendum on joining the
European Economic Area (EEA),
seen as a prelude to EC membership. No matter that the vote was
as close (50.3% to 49.7%) as the
French yes and the Danish no to
Maastricht (i.e., EC unification)
earlier this year; the result was
seen as a clear preference for
continued economic isolation
(which Switzerland cannot
afford).
the upshot is a worrying
unwillingness to share burdens,
find mutually helpful solutions
and work for a common cause.
As long as nationally superior
attitudes and self-interest remain
so strong, true European unity, in
spirit as well as in fact, won't
happen until many years down
the road — and a bumpy road it
will be.

Large numbers of refugees trying to emigrate are receiving
unenthusiastic welcomes in countries feeling already overburdened by the costs — not just
financial but cultural as well —
of immigration. The refugees
often become scapegoats for a
variety of problems.
Everyone, including most Germans, is rightly frightened at the
resurgence of Naziism. Germans
are doing much (though not
enough, it may be argued) to
demonstrate their horror at what's
happening, but other Europeans
have self-righteously turned a
cold shoulder.
Likewise, it is agreed that the
genocide in Yugoslavia is repulsive, but after so many broken
truces, people have impatiently
washed their hands of the prob-
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Saturday, Dec. 26
AA and Al-Anon/open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

McCoy-Clayton vows
will be said on Jan. 28

Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-12 midnight.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 5 to 11
p.m. Info/753-TEEN.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 F.&
A.M./6 p.m./lodge hall.
Sunday, Dec. 27
Mr. and Mrs. Carmel A.
Byers/50th wedding anniversary
reception/2-4 p.m./Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church.

Ms. Joanne McCoy announces the engagement and approaching
marriage of her daughter, Jodinna Dawn McCoy, to Robert William
Clayton, son of Mrs. Sandra Clayton of Murray.
Miss McCoy is a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High School.
She is employed at Hong Kong Restaurant.
Mr. Clayton is a 1992 graduate of Murray High School. He is
employed at Seafood Express of Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Thursday, Jan. 28, at 7
p.m. at the bride-elect's home church, Memorial Baptist Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow at the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

AA and Al-Anon/closed
meetings/9 a.m. and 4
p.m./American Legion Building,
South
Sixth
and
Maple/Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.
First Amendment meeting/3
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library. Info/753-9892 Or
753-8618.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wayne
Holland of 165 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Chandler Wade Holland, born on
Thursday, Dec. 17, at 5:17 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
seven ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former
Brandi Lynn Maynard.
Grandparents are Kim and Darla Maynard of Rt. 2, Kuttawa,
and Dickie and Janice Holland of
P.O. Box 834, Eddyville.

Joyous
Holidays to
you and
yours.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield

Mary Kay
Cosmetics

Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

Susan R. Cunningham
RI 1 Si. 28
Murray
753-2207

247-8537
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2-DAYS ONLY!
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
DECEMBER 26TH & 27TH

TAKE AN
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0
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Chandler Wade
Holland is born

Jodinna Dawn McCoy and
Robert William Clayton to marry

Games for members only/8
p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.

111,

After Christmas

OUR WINTER & HOLIDAY FASHIONS!

Price

SALE
(Starting Saturday)

DRESSES

SWEATERS

COATS
COORDINATES
SHIRTS

BLAZERS
FASHION WATCHES
PANTS

BLOUSES
2-PIECE DRESSING
TROLL DOLLS
ACCESSORIES

INTIMATE APPAREL

SKIRTS

HANDBAGS
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Chapter M
holds coffee

(Cooed from page 6)

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.

A View
from Abroad
1992 was supposed to be the
year of the European Community's unification: open borders;
one huge market; monetary cooperation leading to a single currency; compatible standards, prices,
laws, regulations. But the year is
virtually over and the member
countries are in many ways more
estranged from each other than
since World War 11 — what
happened?
Much happened. There has
been social, political and economic upheaval all over the continent throughout this year, and
Europeans are afraid that unification means even more turmoil.
Whereas Americans elected Bill
Clinton in a vote for change, people here are desperate to stabilize
things.
They believe that stabilization
can be achieved only by putting
the unification process on hold
and retreating into a hostile,
defensive posture. They see problematic events taking place in
other countries and want nothing
to do with them. They feel they
have enough to deal with in
resolving their own national
dilemmas.
The social fabric has been
strained by the breakup of communist Eastern Europe, the rise
of neo-Naziism in Germany, and
ethnic cleansing in Yugoslavia.
As a result of these developments, lots of people are on the
move, some willingly, most fleeing persecution. The new dynamics of such shifting demographics
require a lot of adjustment, and
many people are having trouble
adapting.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Central Shopping Center - Murray

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991
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PRIOR TO DECEMPER 25Th.
WILL BE GIVEN ON SALE MERCHANDISE PURCHASED
!HORDES TO BE FAIR TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS, NO ADJUSTMENTS
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Stewart wins
500 games
at Mizzou
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Melvin
Booker led a balanced attack
with 16 points and Coach
Norm Stewart won his 500th
game at Missouri as the Tigers
held off Illinois 66-65 Wednesday nighL
Stewan also tied Illinois
coach Lou Henson for 15th
place on the all-time coaching
list with his 597th victory.
Missoun has beaten Illinois
the last two years after losing
the previous eight games in
the series played on a neutral
floor,
Reggie Smith added 12
points and Jevon Crudup and
Jeff Warren had 10 apiece for
Missouri (4-1).
Andy Kaufmann had 19
points for Illinois (7-2), which
had a five-game winning
streak snapped. Deon 'Thomas
added 17 points and 11
rebounds.
Missoun made seven of its
first eight shots in the second
half, while Ilhnois was hitting
3 of 14, and led 52-42 after
Booker connected from the
baseline with 9:37 to go.
A 14-7 run by Illinois narrowed the gap to three points
on Thomas' basket from inside
with 4:25 to go. Missouri built
the lead back to six points but
free throw problems in the
final minute helped Illinois
make it close.
Crudup missed the front end
of a bonus free-throw situation
with 54 seconds to go and
Smith made only one of two
with 23 seconds remaining.
Illinois freshman Richard
Keene cut the gap to 66-65.
with a 3-pointer — the losers'
second in the final minute —
with six seconds to go. But
Illinois never got the ball
back.

Duke wins tropical title over BTU
to be a test of height for the Blue
Devils and they answered those
questions early, opening a 12-4
lead in the first 3:24 with all the
points coming from down low
except for a 3-pointer by Thomas
Hill to open the game.
Brigham Young was within
20-14 when the Blue Devils
scored six of the next eight
points, this time with Grant Hill
getting four of them on Jump
shots.
The lead stretched to 37-19
with 5:49 left in the half and
Duke led 48-31 at halftime
against a team which shot 48 percent from the field. But the Blue
Devils controlled the boards with
a 22-14 advantage and forced 12
turnovers.
"We felt good about what we
did on the offensive end, teams
Just can't get used to us." Grant
Hill said. "Bobby did a good job

By The Associated Prose
Duke is heading home with
another bauble the championship
trophy from the Maui
Invitational.
The Blue Devils' 89-66 victory
over Brigham Young on Wednesday night was their 20th in a row
and seventh without a loss this
season.
"Somebody is usually hot
when we first start off and we try
to get to them and we try to get
to next wave, whether it be
inside, outside or the transition
game and then there's nights like
tonight we also get it going with
our defense and rebounding,"
said Grant Hill, who led Duke
with 27 points.
Thomas Hill added 19 points
and Bobby Hurley had 14 points
and 11 assists.
The Cougars (7-2) were going

setting the table up and the shots
for me were pretty easy, wide
open."
In other top-25 games, it was
No. 4 Indiana 105, St. John's 80;
No. 7 Scion Hall 85, Adelphi 56;
No. 9 Oklahoma 108, DePaul 94;
No. 10 Arkansas 101, Tulsa 87;

Kentucky, S. Carolina in '93 field
LAHAINA, Hawaii (AP) — Chaminade will still be the host
team for the 1993 Maui Invitational. Kentucky should have the
homecrowd advantage.
The third-ranked Wildcats were among the eight teams named on
Wednesday for 10th edition of the tournament, and the rabid fans
from Kentucky didn't wait for it to be official.
"Kentucky has already requested 750 to 1,000 tickets for its followers on the mainland," tournament director Wayne Duke said.
In addition to Kentucky and the host Silverswords, a Division II
team from Honolulu, the 1993 field includes No. 14 Arizona, Notre
Dame, two-time defending Big Ten champion Ohio State, Texas,
Boston College and South Carolina.

PRO BASKETBALL

Majerle picks up for Barkley
I thought we had an opportunity
to win," Denver coach Dan Issel
said. "I knew it wasn't going to
be easy, though, given the great
players they have."
Phoenix coach Paul Westphal
praised Barkley's teammates for
their effort in his absence.
"Our defense actually got better after we lost Charles,"
Westphal said
The Suns broke their team
record for consecutive victories
in a single season. They won 10
straight from Jan. 9 to Jan. 25,
1990 and had an 11 -game streak
that bridged the 1983-84 and
1984-85 seasons.
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
Boston 98, Houston 94; Utah 92,

Charles Barkley was the MVP
— Most Vehement Player — so
the Phoenix Suns had to continue
their winning streak without him
Barkley had 17 points as the
Suns took a 55-45 lead at Denver
on Wednesday night, but when he
protested too vigorously that he
was fouled with 226 left in the
first half, referee Ron Olesiak
ejected him with two technical
fouls
Dan Majerle took over the
offensive load in the second half,
scoring 18 of his 25 points as the
Suns held on to beat the Nuggets
111-96 for their llth straight victory and Denver's ninth consecutive loss
"When Charles got kicked out,

Miami 86; Charlotte 107, Detroit
95; Cleveland 118, Indiana 104;
Sacramento 102, Minnesota 96 in
overtime; Chicago 107, Washington 98; Golden State 111, Dallas
97: and Seattle 80, the Los
Angeles Lakers 79.
Majerle, who scored 13 points
in the third quarter and five more
during a 13-4 run that extended
an 80-79 lead to 93-83 in the
fourth period, hit 10 of 13 shots,
including 4 of 5 3-pointers.
Phoenix had six 3-pointers for
the game. The Suns also controlled the boards with a 53-44
rebounding edge, led by Cedric
Cchallos with 11 and Tom Chambers with 10. --

Old hands, young guns named to Pro Bowl
AP Sports WrNoi

NEW YORK — Three years
ago, Lomas Brown complained
how he'd been ignored by Pro
Bowl voters over lesser offensive
linemen because he played for
the moribund Detroit Lions.
That season, Brown made it to
the Pro Bowl and on Wednesday
he made it for the third straight
time, a bencificiary of three
things:
— Public acknowledment on
national television as the man
who opens holes for Barry
Sanders.
— The Lions' outstanding season last year.
— Probably most important,
the offensive linemen's lifetime
achievement award club — once
you make it there, it's hard to
dislodge you.
"It takes a little luck and a
little publicity," Brown said

Wednesday after he was named
as a starter for the NFC. "That
gives you a hule respect and people remember to vote for you."
Brown was among a number a
repeaters as the Pro Bowl teams
were selected.
The AFC quarterbacks, for
example, are old standbys — Dan
Manno of Miami, Warren Moon
of Houston and Jim Kelly of Buffalo. Going by history, all three
of them might decline to show up
for the game Peb. 7 in Honolulu.
The NFC quarterbacks on the
other hand, are more likely to
show.
Steve Young of San Francisco
is just emerging after years of
backing up Joe Montana; Troy
Aikman of Dallas is in just his
fourth year, and Brett Favre of
Green Bay is a virtual rookie —
he was 0 for 5 last season in
token appearances for Atlanta.
All three quarterbacks will
have teammates as receivers.

Jerry Rice, who this year set a
career record for touchdown
catches and the Green Bay's Sterling Sharpe, who needs five
catches this week to break the
NFL record for receptions in a
season will start for the NFC.
Aikman's teammate, Michael
Irvin as one of the backups and
the other is Atlanta's Andre
Rison.
Jay Novacek of Dallas will
start at tight end, backed up by
Brent Jones of San Francisco.
Emmiu Smith of Dallas and
Barry Sanders of Detroit are the
running backs, with Ricky W'atters of the 49ers and Rodney
Hampton of the New York Giants
as reserves.
On defense, Reggie White of
Philadelphia and Chris Doleman
of Minnesota are the ends,
backed up by the Eagles' Clyde
Simmons.
The outside linebackers are Pat
Swilling and Rickey Jackson of

with Illinois counterpart Lou
Henson for 15th place on the
career list with 597.
Duke's biggest lead was 81-55.
and the closest Brigham Young
could get was 65-51 with 10:20
left on a 3-pointer by Nick Sanderson. It just so happened that
brief run by the Cougars came
with Hurley on the bench. He
returned to the court, picked up a
loose ball after a scramble and
nailed a 3-pointer, his first field
goal in eight shots.
Russell Larson led the Cougars
with 16 points and Gary Trost
added 13.
Calbert Chcaney scored 23
points, 21 in the first half, and
Indiana had little trouble beating
St. John's at Assembly Hall.
Indiana's starting backcourt of
Damon Bailey and Greg Graham
forced the pace and scored Indiana's first 13 points.

COMMENTARY

PRO FOOTBALL

By DAVE GOLDBERG

Southern California 74, No. 17
Nebraska 64; and Jackson State
92, No. 24 Tulane 84. I
Also, in a game involving
unranked teams, Missouri beat
Illinois 66-65 to give coach Norm
Stewart his 500th career victory
with the Tiger. It also tied him

the Saints backed up by Wilber
Marshall of the Redskins —
there's so much talent at that position that the Eagles' Seth Joyner
failed to make it.
The inside linebackers are the
Saints' Sam Mills and Jessie
Tuggle of Atlanta, backed up by
the Saints' Vaughn Johnson.
The cornerbacks are Delon
Sanders of Atlanta and Audray
McMillian of Minnesota, backed
up by Eric Allen of Philadcphia.,
The safeties are Tim McDonald
of Phoenix and Chuck Cecil of
Green Bay, backed up by the
Vikings' Todd Scott.
The AFC wide receivers are
Anthony Miller of San Diego and
Haywood Jeffires of Houston,
backed up by Andre Reed of Buffalo and the Oilers' Curtis Duncan and Ernest Givins. Keith
Jackson of Miami is the starting
tight end, with Mary Cook of
New England the backup.

Air, Brown, cheerleaders
lead lineup on Christmas
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writs,

The presents have all been
opened, scraps of foil paper are
scattered from basement to belfry, and Smokey The Bear
should be standing by your tree
with a bucket of dirt and an
axe.
Church was a madcap blur of
super-juiced kids who couldn't
even contain themselves
through the first hymn, and
your goose is just about fried.
Finally, necktie in your shirt
pocket and belt hanging from
the front of your pants like a
dead snake, you ease back in
your chair, hit the on-off button
and begin the scan. It's Christmas Day, and there's not much
on in the way of sports.
At noon, ABC has the BlueGray Classic from Montgomery, Ala. That's one of those
north-south college all-star
games with all the players you
never heard of, as opposed to
one of those east-west college
all-star games with all the players you never heard of.
That's followed by the Aloha
Bowl from Honolulu. This year
it's Kansas against Brigham
Young, neither of which has
ever set foot anywhere near this
bowl before. Aren't most of
their best players in the BlueGray Classic?
NBC will regale us with a
pair of NBA games. The first
game, at 3:30 p.m. EST. is Larry Brown's and Jerry Tarkanian's old team, the San Antonio Spurs, against Larry
Brown's new team, the Los
Angeles Clippers. At 9 p.m.,
it's the New York Knicks at the
Chicago Bulls, neither of which
has ever been coached by
Brown.
If NBC can catch him at just

the right moment, it plans to
have Brown coaching against
himself in both games of a doubleheader next year.
That leaves us with ESPN.
The all-sports network starts off
its Christmas afternoon with the
national championship of college cheerleaders, none of
whom has ever been coached by
Brown, either.
Next comes the 1992 Corporate Sports Battle, followed by
some sky diving, the 1992 Merrill Lynch Seniors PGA Shootout, and finally climaxing with
the '92 Rainbow Ironkids
Triathlon from San Antonio,
reputed to be Brown's next
coaching job.
OUT TAKES: Frito-Lay, Inc.
has signed six star players and
two coaches for it's special,
one-time Super Bowl halftime
ad campaign. The players are
Phil Simms and Lawrence Taylor of the New York Giants,
John Elway of Denver, Roomer
Esiason of Cincinnati, and
Howie Long and Eric Dickerson
of the Los Angeles Raiders. The
coaches are Tom Landry, formerly of Dallas, and Mike Ditka of Chicago.
Frito-Lay is sponsoring the
Super Bowl halftime show on
Jan. 31, starring Michael Jackson. ...
Mike Tirico will host a special Year-in-Review on the
ESPN Radio Network Friday
from 10 p.m.-midnight EST.
The radio network has grown to
250 affiliates since making its
debut last Jan. 1. ...
ESPN will televise six bowl
games from Tuesday, Dec.
29-Saturday, Jan. 2, starting
with the Copper Bowl. ESPN's
schedule also includes the Holiday, Independence, Liberty,
Hall of Fame and Peach bowls.

Kentucky freshman Delk fits Wildcat attack
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's Tony Delk is shooting less and trying to enjoy it
more this season.
Delk was a prolific shooter at
Haywood High School in
Brownsville, Tenn., averaging
nearly 40 points a game while
leading the state in scoring his
junior and senior seasons.
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But he is taking on a new role
as point guard with the third
ranked Wildcats this season,
which means he has to be thinking about the best shots for his
teammates when he runs the
offense rather than look out for
himself.
"It's not just concerning yourself with your position, but with
the whole offense," said Kentucky coach Rick Pitino.
And it hasn't been easy for
Delk.
"Coming out of high school,

getting a lot of shots off, and
coming here, it's a different
transition," Delk said in a recent
interview.
He even had thoughts about
lea v in g.
"The first couple of weeks, it
was pretty tough," he said. "I
wanted to go home. I was homesick. But after that I got into it
better and I was OK."
One of the toughest adjustments was not pumping up shots
"It was kind of hard, but I
think I've gotten over that the

last few weeks," he said.
Through Kentucky's six
games, Delk has played only 36
minutes as a backup to veteran
Travis Ford. He has scored 14
points, handed out four assists
and committed four turnovers. He
has made only one of seven
3-point shots.
While Delk has been learning
his position, classmates Rodrick
Rhodes and Jared Prickett have
been visible contributors to Kentucky's success.
"It really didn't bother me,"

Delk said of his lesser role. "I
felt it would take some time for
me to adjust to my position
because they came in at their
natural positions. So they're
expected to get more time. When
he changed my position, I was
thinking to myself it would take
me more time to get adjusted."
Pitino has been pleased with
Delk's progress in practice.
"Delk is playing great basketball right now because he is
developing more confidence,•"
said Pitino.

Delk decided to come to Kentucky because Pitino convinced
him that his best chance for playing in the NBA would be as a
point guard.
"He said I have a great chance
to be a point guard but I've got to
keep working hard on my ballhandling," Delk said. "That's
something I do everyday. I really
don't work on shooting that
much, I do a lot of
ballhandling."
And Delk is confident he'll be
able to do the job.
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Kansas, Brigham Young
meet Christmas Day in
Honolulu for Aloha Bowl

Actions& Reactions
FOOTBALL
NEW YORK (AP) —

players
Buffalo and New Orleans each had five
and coaches.
players
by
voting_
in
Bowl
Pro
the
in
start
selected to
Feb. 7 game in Honolulu are
Buffalo's starters for the AFC team for the
Ballard, defensive end
Howard
tackle
running back Thurman Thomas,
Steve Tasker. New
-blamer
special
Bruce Smith, safety Henry Jones and linebackers Rickey Jackson, Pat
are
team
NFC
the
for
starters
Orleans'
Anderson and canSwilling and Sam Mills, along with placiskickor Morton
tor Joel Hilgonborg.
Jim Kelly, receiver
The Bills will also be represented by quarterback
Bennett. LineCornelius
linebacker
and
Andre Rood, tackle Will Wolford
Saints.
the
represent
also
wiN
Johnson
Vauihan
backer
were selected
Miami's Dan Marino and San Francisco's Stove Young
s.
quarterback
the starting

By BEN DIPIETRO

Morehead remains winless

-^

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Ronnie Schmitz scored a gamehigh 37 points as MissouriKansas City romped to a 115-79
victory over winless Morehead
State on Wednesday night.
Schmitz, a 6-foot-4 senior
guard, led an 18-0 run with four
consecutive 3-pointers. The Kangaroos (3-4) jumped on top 20-3
at 13:48 of the opening half.
Schmitz finished with eight
3-pointers and Tony Dumas
poured in 28 points for the Kangaroos, who led 57-33 at the half
behind 70 percent shooting from
the floor.

Missouri-Kansas City also used
Terry Dickerson's 16 points and
game-high 12 assists, which tied
a school record. Travis Salmon
and Jeff Spiva added 10 points
each.
Doug Bentz, a 6-9 center for
the Eagles, scored 26 points,
including 12 of 14 from the free
throw line. Bentz is six points
shy of a 1,000 for his career.
John Brannen scored 20 points,
Marty Cline notched 15 and
Johnny Williams added 12 for the
Eagles (0-7).
The Kangaroos shot 61 percent
(46-for-75) from the floor.

SuperSonics get fifth straight win
after downing Los Angeles Lakers
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Even a scoreless drought in the
Fourth quarter could not keep the
Seattle SuperSonics from winning their fifth straight game.
80-79 over the Los Angeles Lakers on Wednesday night.
If the Sonics were weary from
a road trip, it didn't show.
Ricky Pierce scored 17 points
and the Sonics survived a
14-point fourth quarter and a 5:15
scoreless drought.
The Sonics led 75-70 after
Gary Payton's jumper with 5:41
to play, and they didn't score
again until there were 26 seconds
remaining on Eddie Johnson's
turnaround jumper.
The Lakers, who lost at home

to Seattle for the third time in 20
meetings, failed to take advantage of the Sonics' 0-for-6 slump,
managing only four points on
Sam Perkins' tip-in and A.C.
Green's two free throws.
It was the Lakers' lowest scoring game this season, and lowest
since a franchise record 74 points
against Cleveland on Dec. 19,
1990.
The Sonics, who lcd 50-37 at
halftime, extended the margin to
17 early in the third quarter, held
a 66-54 advantage after three periods. The Lakers outscored Seattle 25-14 in the fourth quarter.
"I need to analyze our lineups
and look at our preparation for
the game," Los Angeles coach
Randy Pfund said.

saw him smile during a game,"
Mason said Wednesday. "She
saw him smile in the restaurant
and said he ought to smile more.
I had never seen him smile,
either, so I guess he's
overconfident."
Mason was joking, of course,
and knows Edwards and his No.
23 Cougars (8-4) won't be overconfident heading into Friday's
game with the Jayhawks (7-4) at
Aloha Stadium.
BYU struggled to a 1-3 start
before winning seven of eight to
grab a share of the Western Athletic Conference title and a bowl
bid for the 15th straight year. The
Cougars have a tie and two blowout losses in their last three
bowls.
Edwards is proud of the streak,
and can remember when times
weren't so good.
"I've coached at BYU for over
30-some-odd years. For a long
time we were the most loved
team in America. We were on
everyone's homecoming schedules," Edwards said. "I'll take
it the way it is now a lot better
than the way it was."
Mason was hired at Kansas
five seasons ago to revive one of
the nation's worst Division I
programs. He gave the Jayhawks
their first winning season since
1984 last season, and topped that
this year with the school's first

Plus

$1000

LT

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance coompardes
Horne Office: Bloomington, Minds

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is rhere.

Jane lio us 753-9827

bowl bid in 11 years. It's the first
time since 1975-76 Kansas has
had back-to-back winning
seasons.
"When you get a program to
where you start having a certain
degree of success, then you'd
love to play well all the time,"
Mason said. "These guys deserve
this trip. They've spent four,
some guys five, long, hard years
to get here. I'm going to do
everything I can to make this a
fun trip, and I sure hope we win.
If we don't, I still would have
done the same thing."
Both Edwards and Mason are
trying to recapture the attitudes
their teams had at the end of the
season. No surprise for Edwards,
whose team played great at the
end of the season. The Jayhawks
dropped their last three games,
but Mason said the scores
weren't indicative of his team's
play.
"I know that's the measuring
stick most people use: Did you
win or lose? I use a different
one," Mason said. "There have
been a number of games where
we've lost and I've been pleased
because I thought we played well
and coached well. Other times we
won and I was upset because I
thought we gave less than a good
effort."
Edwards says experience
shows it's hard to get back to that
season-ending level of play.
"It's hard to capture that level
after taking a month off," he
said. "I'm anxious to see how
close we can come to playing like
we did. I thought we were a very
good football team at the end of
the season."
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*Layaway Now
For Christmas
We now have Stadium Club Basketball,1993
Donruss Baseball, Fleer Ultra Basketball,
Topps Basketball, and Toppi Baseball.
OPEN CHRISTMAS EVE 2 p.m. - 7 p.m.
CHRISTMAS DAY U p.m. - 6 p.m.

502 Maple
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759-1214

SALE!
After Christmas A.M.
Doors Open At 7:30

Never Before Offered...
$500
Rebate

'See me for all yonr fanady leuneance needs -

Associated Press Writse

HONOLULU (AP) — Kansas
coach Glen Mason was telling a
story about Brigham Young
coach LaVell Edwards, the man
he'll coach against Christmas
Day in the Aloha Bowl.
"I saw LaVell Edwards smile.
He was telling a story about
where the little Japanese lady in
the restaurant said that she never
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Obituaries

Walter's Pharmacy
Capsule
Summary
Wafter Mehr
Pharmacist

Mrs. Mable Futrell Jones

(P)

Maternal Smoking
Can Affect Child
Behavior
Add to the growing list of
risk of prenatal and passive
smoking a problem with behavior in children. According to
researchers from two different
medical schools, children exposed to smoke from their
mothers either in utero and/or
after birth appeared to have
more behavior problems, including being antisocial, anxious/depressed, and hyperactive. The problems increased
with an increasing number of
cigarettes smoked.

Nancy Wahl (right), instructor of psychology at Murray State University, recently donated two word processors to the adult students at the Comfort Zone Lounge in Ordway Hall at MSU. Trying out one of the machines are two MSt adult students, Gyan Ma
(left) and Diana Schwenk (center).

Child car seat maker
pays $4.25 million claim
A ITLEBORO, Mass. (AP) —
The makers of a child car seat
have agreed to pay $4.25 million
to scale a lawsuit brought by the
family of a youngster paralyzed
in a 1989 crash.
The family of Michael Wright
sued Kolcraft Enterpnses Inc. of
Chicago, maker of a booster seat
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After Christmas

SALE

in which the boy was sitting
when a car dnven by his mother
skidded on ice and crashed headon another vehicle.
Michael, now 5, came partly
out of his scat, injuring his spinal
cord and leaving him paralyzed
from the waist down, said the
family's lawyer, Stephen Kiely.
Michael Pope, a lawyer for
Kolcraft, called the lawsuit "a
highly disputed claim."
"But sometimes you have to
seule because a jury verdict can
be very high," he said
Wednesday.

Clothes, games
and books top
Santa's list this
holiday season
NEW YORK (AP) —
There's no margin for error
when it comes to picking
Chnsunas gifts for children,
but there is a poll: a Harris
Poll showing that clothes,
games and books are the most
popular choices this year.
Forget what Junior says
about all his friends getting
nothing but expensive electronic games. The poll of
1,190 adults who celebrate
Christmas finds 77 percent
planning to give a child
clothes, more than double the
29 percent who mentioned gizmos such as Nintendo or
Gameboy.
Respondents were allowed
to name more than one gift.
Seventy percent said a game or
puzzle and 69 percent mentioned books. Rounding out
the top choices were dolls, 48
percent; money or gift certificates, 46 percent; stuffed animals, 41 percent; and sports
equipment, 40 percent.
The top gifts for adults are
clothing, money and perfume
or cologne, Harris president
Humphrey Taylor said.
Other findings: Half expect
to eat turkey as their main
course for dinner, with ham
the runner-up at 38 percent.
Nearly half think of Christmas
as more of a family holiday
than a religious holiday. On
average, adults think children
stop believing in Santa Claus
at age 8.
The poll was taken by
phone Dec. 4-8 and has a margin of sampling error of 2.5
percentage points.
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and Mrs. Linda Lilly Elkins and
husband, Carlos, Rt. 6, Murray;
two sons, Henry Edmon Jones
and wife, Ginger. Rt. 7, Mayfield, and Johnny Melvin Jones,
Rt. 1, Murray.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Bertha Hendon, Darden,
Tenn.; two brothers, Troy Futrell,
Detroit, Mich., and Monroe Futrell, Hopkinsville; 19 grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at
I p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Pleasant Hill
Cemetery in the Land Between
the Lakes.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Friday.

Leon Duncan
The funeral for Leon Duncan is
today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis and the
Rev. Lee Gamblin are officiating.
Music is by the Choir of Independence United Methodist Church
with Patricia Lassiter as pianist.
Pallbearers are Marvin Scott,
Will Ed Travis, Jimmy Burketn,
Richard Schroadcr, Homer Burkeen and Golden Kirk.
Burial will follow in Temple
Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Duncan, 74, Box 3, Almo,
died Tuesday at 7:08 p.m. at

Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. -Deseree
Schroader Duncan, died May 28,
1989. One brother, Solon Duncan, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Margery Woodall and
husband, Larry, Rt. 1, Box 680,
Dexter; two grandchildren, Mrs.
Jennifer Molthen and husband,
Gary, Crossville, Tenn., and Mrs.
Gay Starks and husband, Kirk,
Murray; three greatgrandchildren, April Molten and
Ryan Molten, Crossville, Tenn.,
and Colby Starks, Murray.

Mrs. Ruth B. Kennedy
North Sixth St., Murray, died
Tuesday at I a.m. at her home.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Jack R. Kennedy,
and one son. Jack Beale
Kennedy.
Survivors include one daughter, Mary Jane Littleton, and a
daughter-in-law, Sue Lockhart
Kennedy, Murray; seven grandchildren, Mary Ann Littleton and
Karen Duncan, Murray, Andy
Littleton, Nashville, Suzan Hinton, Owensboro, Jack Kennedy,
Princeton, David Kennedy, Fayetteville, N.C., and Sam Kennedy, Ashland, Va.; five greatgrandchildren, Jonathan Duncan,
Kate Duncan. Kelly Kennedy,
Matthew Kennedy and Stark
Hinton.

Services for Mrs. Ruth B. Kennedy were today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Greg Earwood and
George T. Moody officiated.
Music was by Mrs. Margie
Shown, soloist, and Mrs. Oneida
White, organist.
Pallbearers were Andy Littleton, Jay Kennedy, David Kennedy, Sam Kennedy, Jerry Duncan and Lloyd Hinton.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may
be made in the form of contributions to the Calloway County
Public Library, 710 Main St,
Murray, Ky.
Mrs. Kennedy, 88, of 302

Needfree information on
studentfinancial aid?
Contact
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority
1050 US 127 South, Suite 102
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601-4323

DEAR KAREN:
For your birthday, a Christmas carol:
Oh, the weather outside is
frightful
But inside, it's so delightful,
And since we have no place
10 go —
KAREN'S OLD, KAREN'S
OLD, KAREN'S OLD!!
• • • •
From your loving friends
(yeah, right) at the Ledger &
Times
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Buying
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Stock?
Let the professionals
at Hilliard Lyons
handle your
transaction.

Stock price
information not
available today
due to the holiday.
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Yuletide Greetings

For Ladies

It's only fitting for us to wish all

of our valued friends the very
hest for the holidays.
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Funeral rites for Mrs. Nell
Rowland are today at II a.m. in
the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. William Strong and the Rev. Jim
Hawkins are officiating.
Pallbearers arc Brad Ray,
Michael Ray, John Ray, Randy
Ray, Jason Smit,h and Ricky Ray,
active; Edwin Williamson, Shaye
Williamson, Jimmy Rowland,
Michael Edward Rowland and
Keith Ray, honorary.
Burial will follow in Mayfield
Memory Gardens.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to Si. Jude's
Children's Research Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Rowland, 58, Rt. 1, Cuba
Road, Mayfield, died Monday at
9:10 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
. She is survived by her husband, Edward (Ed) Rowland; one
daughter, Mrs. Karen Kennemore, Mayfield; two sons, Robin
Rowland, Paducah, and Chris
Rowland, Mayfield: one stepdaughter, Mrs. Edna Williamson,
Wingo; two stepsons, Duffy
Rowland and Michael Rowland,
Mayfield; her mother, Mrs. Alma
L. Ray, and one sister, Mrs. Shirley Smith, both of Mayfield;
three brothers, John (Bill) Ray.
Dawson Springs, and Sonny Ray
and Richard Ray, Mayfield; 11
grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.

• ; •
f
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Price

Mrs. Mabk Futrell Jones, 80,
Rt. 3, Murray, died Wednesday at
7:20 p.m. at her residence. She
was of Baptist faith.
She was preceded in death by
one daughter. Rosie Nell liMes:
two grandchildren, Jean Moms
and Earl Choate; and two greatgrandchildren. Car!, C'ossey and
Audrey Cossey.
Born Oct 4, 1912, in Tngg
County, she was the daughter of
the late Henry Burnett Futrell and
Dora Underhill Fuuell.
Survivors include her husband,
Come Jones, to whom she was
marned on May 27, 1929: four
daughters, Mrs. Ruth Lilly and
Mrs. Betty Hanberry and husband, Jack, all of Cadiz, Mrs.
Dora Mae Choate, Rt. 3, Murray,

%.)

All Fall & Winter
Merchandise

#5,

Mrs. Nell
Rowland

Starts Saturday, Dee. 26
at 9 a.m.

Up
To

753-7657

700,0

Off

I hrotighout The Ladies Department
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DON'T MISS IT!
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NO Payments
NO Interest
until
July 1993
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NEW WATERBEDIT FITS YOUR BED!
Chang. your old mattress
IMO a water mattress with
the new amazing Aqua Pad.

Modern Designed
Living Room

Starting at

with soft, over sized cushions

Sealy or Serta
Mattress and
Box Spring

Wood Dinette
Apartment-Size
Drop Leaf Table
and 2 Chairs

starting at

White Wood Dinette
with Butcher block top
and 4 Chairs

Trestle Table
with 4 Chairs
. Buy a Pair
at Clearance
Prices!

•••

•

3149

• • S. • • • • • • 40 • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Sale Hours
Saturday 9-6
Monday 9-6
Tuesday 9-6

•••••

Easy Terms

WOODC&FTET(
'
S
GALLERIES

-Bank Cards
-6 Months
*No Interest
*No Payments
'Up to 36 Months To Pay
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SPECIAL
- YEAR END SALE
4-Dr. Sedan
1993 Lumina
#128298
Beautiful Adriatic Blue Metal
•V6 Engine
'Air Conditioning
*Tilt

*Automatic Transmission
'Cruise

*Floor Mats
Options
More
'And Many.

$15,905.00
- 700.00
15,205.00
- 690.00
14,515.00
- 750.00
13,765.00
- 1,577.00

Li t
WjI Package Discount
GM Year End Special Discount
Less Rebate

1993 5-10 Tahoe

Dwain Taylor Discount

Over 20 To Choose From
•5 Speed Overdrive Transmission
'Power Steering
*Tahoe Equipment
*And Much More!

'Air Conditioning
•V6 Engine
•AMFM Cassette
'Rear Bumper

List
GM Package Discount
Rebate
Dwain Taylor Discount
First Time* Buyer Discount

92,188.00

$13,211.00
-2,106.00
11,105.00
- 750.00
10,355.00
- 967.00
9,388.00
- 400.00

8,988.00

YOUR COS

till COST

USED VAN SALE

Freight Included
Requirements—If Not Add $400.00
GMAC
Meet
"Must

Stock No.
76050 1988 Suburban - red, silver, loaded, sharp
52416 1986 Suburban - tan, black, loaded, nice
01012 1987 GMC Raised Roof Cony. Van - sharp
19585 1987 Ford Window Van - 15 passenger
53823 1988 Ford Aerostar - real nice, wine
56781- 1989 Chevy Astro Van - red, real nice
26955 1989 Chevy Astro Van - tan, sharp
05690 1987 GMC Safari Van - tan, great family van
09766 1986 Plymouth Voyager - black, good transportation
90486 1976 Dodge Sportsman Van - tan, local trade
65015 1991 Chevy Astro Van

1993 Chevrolet
Cavalier

super nice

29739 1987 Chevy Astro - blue, seats 5
29917 1988 Chevy Astro - 2 tone blue, nice
17388 1988 GMC Cargo Van - great work van

$13,900
$8,900
$11,900
$10,900
$7,900
$14,900
$8,900
$8,900
9900
:9
$16,
$
$
00
00
$7,500
$12,900
$5,900

29053 1988 Chevy Astro - seats 7, blue

Stock #149780

06661 1989 Chevy Astro- maroon & white, nice

SPECIAL

17707 1990 Plymouth Voyager - blue, 5 passenger
56781 1989 Chevy Astro - raised roof, chair lift

$8,677.00

900
1:
$99
$1

$10,900
$15,000

ALL USED CARS 8 TRUCKS
AT SIMILAR SAVINGS

Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-7 p.m. • Saturday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
641 South

Murray, Ky.

753-2617

.
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SECTION B
MSU libraries will keep
history of Murray Clan
The Murray State University Libraries have been designated as the
official repository of the papers of
the Murray Clan Society of North
America under the terms of a contract signed recently by a representative of the Murray Clan, Tom
Murray Sr., and Dr. Ronald J.
Kurth, president of the university.
The materials will be housed in
the Forrest C. Pogue Library at
Murray State, according to Dr.
Keith M. Heim, head of special
collections and archives at the library."As materials are added to the
collection, such as books, periodi-

k- Jo

HEADQUARTERS

Formal gowns & tuxedos.
B
(in stock now)

Olympic Plaza
Murray
ICubY
753-1300

FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE
Lowest Legal Cigarette Carton Prices
GENERALS WARNING Outttmg S
Now Grew*/ Reduces Serious
OPEN 24 HOURS SURGEON

MOWN
ROM to Your Health

Cigarette Specials, Coupons, & Gifts.
TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE (vm.. OuantArlit Last)
Snacks • Cold Drinks • Groceries
We have the Improved 76 Super Unleaded 92 Octane.
Food Stamps Welcome • All Major Crock Cards Accepted • KY Lotto
STOP IN S SEE USI

Vitamins may reduce risk of
birth defects, researchers say
BOSTON — Researchers have
the strongest evidence yet that
pregnant women can sharply lower the risk of severe birth defects
by eating plenty of fruits and
vegetables or taking a daily
multivitamin.
The key is getting enough folic
acid. A new study found that sufficient amounts of this vitamin
early in pregnancy appears to virtually eliminate spina bifida.
Evidence has been mounting
for several years. However, the
latest research, conducted in
Hungary, is the first to show it
works in ordinary women who
have never had babies with spinal
development problems.
The U.S. Public Health Service
recommended in September that
all women who are capable of
becoming pregnant should take
0.4 milligram of folic acid daily,
the amount contained in an ordinary multivitamin. No one knows
precisely how little folic acid is
necessary to prevent birth
defects.
That recommendation was
based in part on an early look at
the Hungarian study published in
Thursday's New England Journal
of Medicine.
"It's an important study,
because it examined this for the
first time in a randomized, controlled way in a routine population," said Dr. Aubrey Milunsky
of Boston University Medical
School.
In an editorial in the journal,
Dr. Irwin H. Rosenberg of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Human Nutrition Center on
Aging at Tufts University called
the study "a landmark."
The study was directed by Drs.
Andrew E. Czeizel and Istvan
Dudas of the National Institute of
Hygiene in Budape0. They
enrolled 4,753 women in the
study before the women got pregnant. Half took daily multivitamins that contained 0.8 milligram
of folic acid, while the rest got
only trace elements.
None of the women getting the
vitamins had babies with spina
bifida or related spinal problems.
Six women in the comparison
group of 2,052 had babies with
these birth defects, about what
was expected in the general
population of Hungary.
Major birth defects of all kinds
were nearly cut in half among the
vitamin users. There were 13
major birth defects per 1,000
births among those getting the
vitamins, compared with 23 per

1,000 among those who did not.
In the United States, about
2,500 babies are born each year
with so-called neural tube
defects, largely spina bifida or
anencephaly.
Spina bifida occurs when the
vertebrae fail to grow closed,
leaving part of the spine exposed.
Symptoms vary in severity but
can include paralysis and incontinence. Babies with anencephaly
are born without brains and die
soon after.
Folic acid is found naturally in
green leafy vegetables and citrus
juices. Women who follow U.S.
dietary guidelines can get 0.4
milligram of folic acid a day
through food alone. However,
typically women consume about
half that much.
To prevent birth defects,
women must take adequate
amounts of folic acid during their
first month of pregnancy, when
the spine is being formed. However, most women do not even
know they are pregnant at this
point.
For that reason, the federal
guidelines recommend that all
women in their childbearing
years get adequate amounts of
folic acid.
An advisory committee to the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration proposed last month that folic acid be routinely added to a
variety of foods.
"Any other means of obtaining
the recommended amount of folic
acid would be difficult," said Dr.
David Erickson, chief of the
Birth Defects and Genetic Diseases Branch at the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
in Atlanta. "The food fortification approach is the cheapest way
to get it into essentially all
women."
Until now, the strongest evidence that folic acid prevents
birth defects came from a study
sponsored by the British Medical
Research Council. It found that
women who already had a child
with spina bifida could reduce
their risk of producing a second
one with the defect by 70 percent
if they took the vitamin.
"The question that remained
was: 'Were they an unusual
group?' This study answers
that," said Dr. Michael Katz,
vice president for research at the
March of Dimes. "If given to the
population at large, you reduce
the number of neural tube
defects. It's a very important
observation."

Read the classifieds
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The Farmers Home Administration office, located at 104
No. 5th Street in Murray, will be
close on Friday, Dec. 25 for the
Christmas holiday and will
reopen at 8 a.m. on Monday.
Dec. 28. The office will also be
closed on Friday, Jan. 1, 1993 for
the New Year's Holiday and will
reopen at 8 a.m. on Monday, Jan.
4.
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SWOP
Fisher-Price

dietautwkk4er-r

So that we may all be with our
families and friends on this special
day, we will be closed Christmas Day
and reopen Saturday, Dec. 26th at
9 a.m.

Eponney

*,
V

Chestnut gills
nurray

753-2002
Owners: Bill & Lisa Holland
Employees: Edit Mae
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Have a very
Merry Christmas!

Thank you for making 1992 the
best year our store has ever had.

41(
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—Thomas Tusser

ith warmest wishes
to all our friends and customers
for the merriest Christmas ever.

g.v

Wishing you and your family
all the joys of the season.
With special wishes for a
Bright New Year.
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At Christmas
play and make good cheer,
For Christmas comes
but once a year.

FHA will close
for holidays

alloway County Disposal *
01%
0

502-753-7313

May warmth, kindness
and peace abound

OS .
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lard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman,Livingston, Marshall, and McCracken Counties. In
fiscal year 1992, the agency provided more than 123,000 services to
the nine county area.
For more information about the
agency's Liferide program, please
telephone the WKRMH-MR Board,
Inc. Office of Community Relations
at 442-7121.

For the eighth year, the Western
Kentucky Regional Mental HealthMental Retardation Board,Inc., will
offer the New Years Liferide program.
Liferide will be available from 6
p.m., December 31, 1992,to6 a.m.,
January 1, 1993. The program provides free transportation from a
liquor serving establishment to an
individual's home or motel, within
the city limits of Paducah.
Liferide services can be obtained
by telephoning 443-4442. Names of
individuals will not be revealed or
used in any manner.
In Fulton County, Liferide services will be offered by the
WKRMH-MR Board, Inc., in coordination with the Fulton County
Transit Authority, between 6 p.m.,
December 31, 1992,through 6 a.m.,
January 1, 1993.
Rides are provided from a liquor
serving establishment to a residence
or motel, in Fulton County.
Anyone desiring to use the Liferide program in Fulton County
should contact the Fulton County
Transit Authority at 472-0662.
W1CRMH-MR Board, Inc. Executive Director, Donald W. Fox
said,"We strongly encourage individuals not to drink and drive
anytime. If on this New Year's Eve,
a person does not utilize the Liferide
program, please use a designated
driver."
For 27 years, the WKRMH-MR
Board, Inc., a private, non-profit
agency, has provided a wide number of programs and services in the
areas of mental health, mental retardation and substance abuse. The
agency serves the citizens of Bal-
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Now in December - .
g
It's Nice to Remember ‘Ni:4
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s
Customer
and
Good Friends
Like You.
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USA 0 Mart

Liferide will run again this New Year
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FAIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY
614 S. 4th
753-0632

The Beta Tau pledge class of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity recently collected food items for Need Lint. Several local businesses and
individuals contributed to their effort. Pictured with pledge class
members are Euple Ward, left, executive director emeritus, and
Carolyn Outland, right, case worker, for Need Line.
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May the
Christmas Season
bring peace and joy
to you and yours.

111 Sycamore, Murray
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See us for all your wedding & holiday wear!

cals, pamphlets and photos, the
collection will attract the interest of
researchers in genealogy and history from across the country and
will add considerably to the distinction of the library's collections,"
Heim said.
Included in the Pogue Library's
collections are materials relating to
the history and culture of western
Kentucky, surrounding states and
the state from which most of the
settlers came, Helm said. Its collections of local history and genealogy
arc nationally known and recognized, he said.

By DANIEL 0. HANEY
U Selene* Writer

FORMAL WEAR
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Coin Beat
By DR. JOE FUHRIAANN

USED CARS —

1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille

17,900 miles It sapphire blue with blue

$22,234.43
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
leather

18.000 miles. white with black leather

$22,323.48
1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera
$12,560.82
Maroon with grey cloth int
1992 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Sedan
1 0,00

miles. white with blue int

$12,733.42
1992 Chevrolet Lumin Sedan
V-6 engine, full power, 15,000 miles

$11,863.52
1991 Chevrolet Lumina Euro Coupe
,000 miles, black with grey cloth, lull power

The Lincoln penny appeared in
1909. Its designer was Victor
David Brenner, a brilliant
18-year-old Russian Jewish
immigrant who impreued the an
world with a bronze plaqaeue
commemorating the centennial of
Lincoln's birth in 1809. Brenner's nest big project was to
sketch Teddy Roosevelt for a
medal honoring the Panama Canal. TR was taken with the artist,
and he thought of using his
talents on a coin. Roosevelt asked
Brenner to submit a design for a
Lincoln cent to replace the
"Indian head" penny issued in
1859.
Brenner based his coin upon
the Lincoln plaquette. "The (plaqueue) is good," he conceded in
a interview published in March
1909. "but (the design for the
coin) is more intimate, deper,
more kind and personal. It is
closer to the man; it makes you
feel that you are sitting with him
in his library. When it is finished
I shall be nearly satisfied with
it..,
We are so familiar with the
Lincoln penny that we forget is
was innovative when it made its
debut. Our 16th president was the
first person to appear on a
regular-issue U.S. coin. (Earlier
coins displayed -Libeny," the

eagle, the shield of the union, and
images honoring the Indian.) This
penny was the first coin of that
denomination to feature the
legend "In God We Trust." Teddy Roosevelt thought it blasphemous to attach God's name
to money, involved as it is with
crime and greed, and he kept
these words off the first StGaudens double-eagles. This time
the people who sought public
declartions of faith had their way.
The Lincoln penny sharpened
the political controversies of the
day. Bigots resented the appearace of a coin honoring the "Great
Emancipator," and they were
determined to kill it. Rumors held
the coin would not last. Demand
exceeded supply when the first
batch of 25 million was released
on Aug. 2, 1909. Within hours
the new cent was gone. For a
time the coin did not circulate.
Some carried it a a good luck
charm, others have the new penny as a present or hoarded it.
Newsboys sold the cent for as
much as 25 cents. But more than
100 million Lincoln pennies were
minted by the end of the year, an
additional 150 million in 1910.
The coin was a success.
Some in the Mint resented
Brenner, and with R000sevelt out
of office, they soon punished him
in sneaky fashion. The first 1909
Lincoln pennies have "V.D.B."

crafted along the bottom rim of
the reverse side; the initials were
removed in September. Mint
director Charles E. Barber retired
an 1917, and the following year
Brenner's initials reappered. The
letters were smaller now, tucked
under Lincoln's right shoulder.
The Lincoln cent has appeared
for a longer period than any other
American coin. But it may be
near the end. Inflation has so
reduced the value of a penny that

Contract Brulgc
The Gerber Convention
North dealer,
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
•K J 64
V A .1 4
• A 102
•A 73
EAST
WEST
•A Q 83
•10 7 5 2
✓ K 97 2
Q 10865
•96
•74
+ 1085
+96
Sett rfH
•9
v3
• K Q .1 85 3
•K Q.1 42
Tim bidding
South West
North East
l'ass
i'lkSti 4+
1 NT
(i•
4 NT "Ilass
Opening lead — six of hearts.

$11,653.68
1991 Chevrolet Corsica LT

EARN
6.25%

Automatic. white with blue cloth, 15,000 miles

$8,563.28
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Lt blue sapphire vett blue leather, 30.000

$18,968.43
ms
1991 Cadillac Brougham
White with burgandy ieather, 36,000 miles.

$19,206.53
1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUM.
RATE GUARANTEED FOlt
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY.

December 22-26
Charbroil Flair
Fighter

FARM
BUREAU

231.99

46 000 BTU • 8 000 :ones

INVESTMENTS
Also Available As LILA.

941145

4

Full power, V-6 engine, 52.000 miles

$8,196.28
1989 Dodge Daytona

208 E. Main

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

1

111753,4703

J
I.
.
MURgA
753-3361

Sport coupe, automatic, red, 46.000 miles

Congress is considering eliminating the denomination. This would
save the U.S. Mint millions in
coinage costs. Merchants and
banks would cut their handling
costs. When making change, they
would round off transactions to
the nearest nickel. If your corner
grocer owed you 37 cents, you
would get 35 cents; if he or she
owed you 38 cents you would get
40 cents. What do you think of
that?

ot

Many bids have strictly a conventional meaning,that is, the partnership attributes a special meaning to
a specific bid in a particular set of
circumstances. Thus, most players
use the Blackwood four notrump convention to check on the number of
aces (or kings) partner has when a
slam is in the offing. But in certain
situations,the Gerber four club convention is better used as the starting
point for this inquiry.
Gerber is especially valuable
when partner opens the bidding with
one or two notrump,since a jump to
four notrump over either opening
would not be Blackwood. Nearly all
authorities agree thatthis bid merely
invites a slam in notrump and has
nothing to do with aces. Gerber is
therefore used as a substitute for
Blackwood when the right hand
comes along.
In Gerber, a jump to four clubs
asks partner to show how many aces
he has by responding in steps, as in
Blackwood.Four diamonds shows no
aces (or four), four hearts one ace,
four spades two aces, and four
notrump three aces.
Today's hand provides a typical
example. After North opens one
notrump, South can wily predict
the number oftricks his side can take
by finding out how many aces North
has. So he jumps to four clubs, and
North shows three aces.
South then leaps to six diamonds,
knowing that 12 tricks are there for
the taking. He does not know which
ace is missing, but he does know that
a slam in diamonds is practically
certain.
Note that if North had only two
aces,South could safely settle in five
diamonds. But note also that ifSouth
responded to one notrump with four
notrump,intending it as Blackwood,
North's five heart reply showing two
aces would make it impossible to
stop at five diamonds.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

$6,468.17

JCPenney Murray

1989 Buick LeSabre
Full power, 1 owner, 61,000 miles

$7,802.42
1989 Chevrolet Caprice Brougham
42,000 m4es 1 owner, new car trade

$9,268.53
1988 Plymouth Reliant Wagon

OPENING SATURDAY, DEC. 26TH AT 9 A.M.

SAVE 25% TO 50%

51,000 miles, 1 owner, locally owned

$4,268.53
- USED TRUCKS —
1989 Chevrolet C1500 Sportside
350 automatic, white with red cloth,

$10,495.00
1988 Chevrolet C1500 Sportside
Soverada

53,000 miles, 350 automatic, Silverado

$9368.42
1987 Chevrolet C10 Custom
Deluxe
61,000 miles, V-8, automatic, air, 1 owner

$6,863.58
1986 Dodge 0150 Royale SE
318 V-8, automatic, full power, 65,000
"

$6,368.42
1986 Chevrolet C10 Silverado
mdes

Long wtieef base, 1 owner, V8, automatic

$4,562.58

ON MOST FALL AND WINTER MERCHANDISE
FOR WOMEN

Long wheel base, 1 owner, 63,000 miles

•SELECTED LADIES BLOUSES

•SELECTED SHOES & HANDBAGS

25% TO 33% OFF

25% TO 35% OFF

'ALL LADIES BRAS, BRIEFS & BIKINIS

+ALL & WINTER SLEEPWEAR & ROBES

25% TO 50% OFF

30% TO 50% OFF

•SELECTED LADIES SWEATERS

•SELECTED COORDINATES

C zNO

ati°

Tazur:

.
19
34

*idiot ö

LikarliwitikaliumikatskatitbliorblittiLliarbIlite

•ALL DOCKERS® IN MISSES AND PETITE
SIZES

25% OFF
•ALL HANES* HOSIERY

FOR CHILDREN

FOR MEN

25% TO 50% OFF

15% TO 30% OFF
'DRESS SHIRTS FROM STAFFORD, VAN HEUSEN°,
TOWNCRAFT`, AND STAFFORD EXECUTIVE°

SAVE ON ALL

'BUY 2 AND SAVE ON CHILDREN'S SOCKS,
UNDERWEAR, AND SELECTED SPORTSWEAR.

•NFL AND NCAA LOGO APPAREL

HOME FASHIONS

-MEN'S UNDERWEAR AND SOCKS FROM STAFFORD"
TOWNCRAFT", AND HUNT CLUB'

25% TO 50% OFF
•ALL MEN'S SWEATERS

25% OFF
25% TO 50% OFF
•SELECTED MEN'S SHOES

F4-3015
°Nips Phonic
7.11.018
Clain Phew:
7604090
1-0002224161
•

25% TO 50% OFF
STOCK UP ON CHILDREN'S BASICS

20% TO 30% OFF
10% TO 25% OFF

'CHILDREN SWEATERS

'SELECTED CHILDREN'S TOPS & BOTTOMS

...JEANS FROM LEE, ARIZONA', AND
UNION BAY'

$5 368.92

p
PER
AtiPEP.ns.7775

25% TO 40% OFF

25% TO 50% OFF

25% TO 50% OFF

'USA OLYMPIC BRAND FLEECE FOR MEN

1983 Chevrolet C10 4X4

SALE

AFTER
CHRISTMAS

WHITE SALE NOW IN PROGRESS

SAVE ON
•ALL SHEETS, BEDSPREADS, COMFORTERS,
PILLOWS, MATTRESS COVERS, BLANKETS,
NS
TOWELS, BATH ACCESSORIES, AND SHOWER CURTAI
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their team of 2-yearSharon Kelso, Johnny Kelso, Glen Kelso and
Wilderness Road
-mile
240
old mules recently took part in the
horse-drawn
and
mule30
of
Bicentennial Caravan, a group
Cumberland Gap by the
the
of
crossing
the
recreated
wagons that
lasted for approxipioneers who settled in Kentucky. The caravan
mately three weeks.

Warmest wishes
(BRIGGS &STRATTON) for the happiest

Expo facilities open
for public use Jan.6
after several area horse owners
expressed an interest in using the
facility to practice riding in an
inside arena. The program is sponsored monthly by the Expo Center at
no charge as a service to the region.

The West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center will be available to the public for open riding on
Jan. 6.
Persons may bring their horses to
the Murray State University facility
from 5 to 10 p.m.The first two hours
arc reserved for inside arena riding
only. Participants may use the remaining time for specific event
practice.
According to building manager
Mary Kay Kirks, open riding began

® ofholiday seasons.

44g4Pl

- Benton * *
Fleming - Benton & Paducah *• • Kelley-Wiggins

Kelley-Wiggins - Benton * * *

.1"

Fleming - Benton

The Exposition Center is located
on Hwy. 1327 (College Farm
Road). For more information on
open riding or any scheduled events
at the Center, call Kirks at (502)
762-3125.

13th Month SALE
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1-800-432-9346
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0 OFF
ALL GIFT MERCHANDISE
ALL CHRISTMAS
MERCHANDISE

0
3
•

Thomasville,
Lane/Action,
9±B9y.
Sealy-La
Broyhill
& More

Not oil merchandise
at All Locations

Design

Paducah's Most Interesting Store
Open till
7P

Christmas
Eve

Harman Plaza
509 Lone Oak Rd
P.M.
OPEN 8 A.M.-10 PM , FRI 8. SAT TILL 11

Assistance
Available

Kelley-Wiggirn
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1/2 PRICE

ThePartyMart

013

Dining Room Suites, Living Room Suites,
Occasional Tables, Appliances,TV's & VCRs,lncliners,
Recliners, Curio Cabinets, Desks, Mattresses & Box Springs,
Sleeper Sofas Bunk Beds, Dinettes and morel

UP TO

DQUDINGLiquer-WIno-lloor
Cigarillos
Morns Alraody On Sale

No Reasonable
Offer Refused

ITS ALL GOT TO
GO NOM Bedroom Suites

•

•IP•100
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

OR MORE
emin• - Benton & Poduca

I HOG MARKE*1

Orr
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Department
Lynn Griffiths (right), scholarship chair of the Music
to Murray
scholarships
presents
Club,
Woman's
of the Murray
State University music students. Ten students auditioned Dec. 9
club.
for the annual sophomore scholarships sponsored by the
son
Owensboro,
Utley,
Brian
left)
(from
are
recipients
Scholarship
of Joel Utley and Shirley Overfield, alto saxophone, second place;
Randall Adams, Tell City, Ind., son of John and Bessie Adams,
marimba, first place; Karen Wood, Lexington, daughter of
Richard and Deanna Wood, flute, fourth place; and Keith Dean,
Hardinsburg, son of Nettie Dean, vocal, third place.
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Today in history
seven
Today is Thursday. Dec. 24. the 359th day of 1992. There are
Eve.
Chnstmas
days kit in the year. This as
Today's Highlight in History:
United
On Dec 24. 1814, the War of 1812 officially ended as the
(However.
Belgium.
in
Ghent
of
States and Bntain signed the Treaty
countries
because of the slowness of communications at the time, both
fought the Battle of New Orleans the following month.)
On this date:
discovIn 1524, Portuguese navigator Vasco da Gama — who had
India.
Cochin,
in
died
ered a sea route around Africa to India —
Washington
in
Congress
of
Library
the
In 1851, fire devastated
D.C., destroying about 35.000 books.
private
In 1865, several veterans of the Confederate Army formed a
Klan.
Klux
Ka
the
called
Tenn.,
social club in Pulaski.
in
In 1871, Giuseppe Verdi's opera "Aida" had its world premiere
Canal.
Suez
the
of
Cairo. Egypt, to celebrate the opening
In 1968, the "Apollo Eight" astronauts, orbiting the moon, read
passages from the Old Testament Book of Genesis as pan of a Christmas Eve television broadcast to Earth.
In 1980, Americans remembered the U.S. hostages in Iran by burning candles or shining lights for 417 seconds — one second for each
Jay of captivity.
In 1989, ousted Panamanian ruler Manuel Noriega. who had suc:ceded in eluding U.S. forces sent to his country as part of Operation
in
-Just Cause," took refuge at the Vatican's diplomatic mission
City.
Panama
Ten years ago: A Christmas Eve blizzard howled across Colorado
and Wyoming, leaving behind up to 40 inches of snow and stranding
thousands of holiday travelers.
Five years ago: In Lebanon, the kidnappers of Terry Anderson
released a videotape in which the Associated Press correspondent told
his family he was in good health, and said to President Ronald Reagan, •'Surely by now you know what must be done and how you can
Jo it."
S.
One year ago: A day before resigning. Soviet President Mikhail
nuclear
on
Yeltsin
Gorbachev briefed Russian President Boris
weapons-finng procedures. Gorbachev also held a farewell meeting
with staff members.
Today's Birthdays: Author Mary Higgins Clark is 61. Federal
health administrator Anthony S. Fauci is 52.
Thought for Today: "It ain't no use putting up your umbrella till it
rains." — Alice Caldwell Race, American author (1870-1942).

Cundfiff, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thirty years ago
George Tarry, and a boy to Mr.
FraterChi
Sigma
of
Members
Mrs. Joe Hendon.
and
nity at Murray State College held
Forty years ago
a pony for children of Paradise
Officials of the Kentucky
Friendly Home at Bell City. PreHealth Department said that 32
sent were 59 children.
more cases of infantile paralysis
preMrs. Henry McKenzie
sented a program on "One Nation (polio) in the state were reported
to the office last week.
Under God Indivisible" at a
William McElrath, son of Dr.
Magazine
Murray
of
meeting
Club held at the home of Mrs. and Mrs. Hugh McElrath of Murray, has been selected for Who's
A.W. Russell.
Who Among Students in AmeriMr. and Mrs. Alvin Outland
can
Universities and Collegs at
will be married for 50 years on
State University.
Murray
Dec. 29.
Miss Charlotte Roberts and
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. James Wallis Parker were marand Mrs. Jerry Falwell, a girl to ried Dec. 20 at Owensboro.
Mrs. Everett Norsworthy and
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Norsworthy,
Raymond Workman preMrs.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
a lesson on "Making Plassented
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
boy
York, a
Howard Herndon, a girl to Mr. tic and Parchment Lampshades"
and Mrs. Jerry Vance, a boy to at a meeting of Penny HomemakMr. and Mrs. Thurman Pace, a ers Club held at the home of Mrs.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert J.E. Waldrop.

Bryan Warner, son of Delores
Warner and Dr. C.G. Warner, and
Rusty Moore, son of Mrs. Ruth
Smith, received the Eagle Scout
Badge at a Court of Honor held
by Boy Scout Troop 77 at Flat
Chrisuan Church.
The Bu-Mac Boys composed
of Andy. Gary and Tony
McClure, sons of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd McClure, and Harold and
Kent Bucy, sons of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Bucy, have had their first
recording released by Majesty
Record Productions, Mermphis,
Tenn.
First place winners of the
Home Christmas Decorating Contest, sponsored by Garden
Department of Murray Woman's
Club. were Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Campbell, Mrs. A.L. Hughes and
Sue Hughes, James McClure,
Cheryl and Tracy Hatcher, and
Jerry Hopkins.

Tea years ago
Hundreds of children turned
out for the annual Murray Fire
Department's Christmas party for
underpnvileged children.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Fain were
&named for 70 years on Dec. 211,
MC. Garrott writes about
Quint Guier who celebrated his
100th birthday on Dec. 22 in his
"Garrou's Galley."
Brent Canter, Jeffrey Paschall,
Tim Ray, Mike Wicker, Tommy
OR and Tracy Curd, members.
and Larry Gilbert, advisor, of
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America, attended the 55th
National FFA Convention held at
Kansas City.
Mr. and Mrs. D.O. (Onis)
Roberu are today, Dec. 24, celebrating their 50th wedding
anniversary.
Twenty years ago

Dear Abby
of Palm Springs, donated 18 gallons
of blood to top David Rubin, of Staten Island, N.Y., who had just
received his One Gallon Club pin.
Ms. Carole Steiert, United Blood
Services employee in Scottsdale,
told me that Cliff Eaton of Prescott,
P.S. Abby, this is true — we're Ariz., has donated 33 gallons of
going to have our open house any- blood.
Abby, our former senator, Barry
way, so don't use my name or everybody will be looking at each other Goldwater, may have donated more
than 33 gallons, but his name is no
trying to figure out "who's who."
longer in the United Blood Services
DEAR ABBY: On Nov. 3, 1992. computer because he hasn't donated
Hugh Friedman of Palm Springs, for a few years.
Calif.. said that Milton Saylan, also
Please try to find out who holds
the record for blood donations. It
might help to recruit new donors.
We need them.
JAY GASKINS
IN SCOTTSDALE, ARIZ.

Abby, all kidding aside, of all the
things in this world to worry about,
if fur-coat wearers are her main
concern, she has too much time on
her hands'
IN THE SPIRIT IN ILLINOIS

Since were Catholic, we eliminated non-Catholics. That left 13
people.
Since were against abortion, we
eliminated two women.
Since we're.against homosexuality, that left nine.
We eliminated couples living
together: that left five.
And we certainly didn't want any
foreigners, so that left two.
It's going to be a small party, but
the two of us won't have to be worried about anyone offending us —
unless my husband sips too much
gainch.

DEAR ABBY: The letter in your
column about the woman who
wanted to eliminate fur-coat wearers from her party because she was
anti-fur struck a note with us.
We're planning an open house. and
it caused us to take a closer look at
our guest list
We plan to invite 70 people.
Since yo:re staunch Republicans.
we decided to eliminate the Democrats That left 36 people.
Since we believe in working hard
at marriage, we eliminated the
divorced couples. That left 17 people.

Daily Comic-,

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE
jr "*" .11.6"'

DEAR JAY: Great idea! I just
heard from Bruce Dutton of SL
Petersburg, Fla., saying that
Wallace D. Edington has donated 34 gallons and 2 pints of
blood — and he's still donating.
Can anyone top that?

S.

P•na Sgrausr

0"V rwars rk fru-Oar

•••

DEAR ABBY: In response to
"Cheated in Memphis," whose birthday is on Dec. 25 and who felt it
was unfair for people to give him a
birthday gift and say."... and this is
also your Christmas present."
My suggestion: Whenever one of
these people's birthday comes
around, even if it's in July, when
you give him or her the birthday
gift, say, "... and this is also your
Christmas present."
SUMMER BABY
IN MARIETTA,GA.
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DEAR SUMMER
Beautiful!
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

"And so there I was—beached! I could hear
voices all around me, but I couldn't go forward
or back. And then it hit me: I could roll!"

Crosswords
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

3

SAWA eUtiGING HIS
BIG VeLVET BAG 04Eft
SfiCIULDER,STEPPED
FPOP01 THE SLEP011
THEN HE LCOKED
Cat1N INT0111E
, REDBRICK

etipiNey

GARFIELD
NO WA'. I AA GONNA MISS
SEEING, SAN1A TH143 YEAR!

r'LL

IF J HAVE TO,
AwAKE.. ALL.

ACROSS
1 Wild plum
5 Health resort
8 Swiss —
12 Bumpkin
13 Hindu
cymbals
14 Encounter
15 Likely
16 Falls short
18 Washington
bill
19 Swayze ID
20 Trade for
money
21 As far as
23 That thing
24 Fiber plant
26 Moroccan
seaport
28 Visionary
29 Flap
30 Marry
32 -The —
Hunter"
33 I400ver —
34 Rational

35 Sum up
36 Title of
respect
37 Malice
38 Deposits
40 Quarrel
41 Note of scale
43 Proceed
44 Verve
45 Near
47 Mature
49 Kitchen knife
51 High card
52 Gives a false
portrayal
55 Attitude
56 N Y time
57 Spar

BUT I SgOuLDN'T
COMPLAIN WI•IAT ABOUT
I3ROTWER SPIKE
W‘IOS OUT THERE IN
TliE TRENCHES?
•
,
•0

AMP•

I WONDER
IF SPIKE 15
THINKING
A0OUT
CHRISTMAS..

BOU 000
000 MOOD MUG
OUU 0000000130
120E100 OU0DU
UM MUM IMMO
MD MOD mum
ULIG UUF.1 U
MODOM 130E1 WOU
MOM 000
MUM UMoUla
UUDDIHI000 Joj
0000 0000 UOU
MOM MOO DUO
ST

On the other hand,other anti-hypertensive drugs — such as diuretics —
are notorious causes of heart-rhythm
irregularities, some of which can be
dangerous.
Check with your family physician.
who should be able to sort out the puzyou and determining
DOWN
12.24 10 1992 United Feature Syndicate zle by examining
the cause of your irregular pulse.
1 Strike
DEAR DR. GOTT: A gentleman I
7 Everyone
2 UnsymmetROW
had bad vision and went to an
Know
Earty morn
8
17 Pierce
rical
ist for very expensive
whthalmolog
The Lion
9
20 Headliner
3 Away
Feeling
10
began using herbs and
He
glasses
22 River in
4 Latin
sorrow for
now has the driver's license he was
Siberia
conjunction
sins
unable to get prior and he doesn't
25 Sows
5 Vapid
11 Let it stand
sheep
male
need glasses It seems like a miracle,
26
6 Bucket
16 TV's Mr
27 Be ready for
and I wonder what herbs would be
28 Mountain in
beneficial for better vision
Crete
11
10
6 9
S
6 7
4
2
3
1
DEAR READER I am skeptical of
29 Sailor
relation between herbs and imany
coltoq
14
13
12
proved vision Nevertheless, your an31 River in
ecdote is impressive. I suspect there's
Scotland
is
more to the situation, though
33
Underworld
IS..
For example, many medicines can
god
23
21
ii)
34 Bridge
adversely affect vision to one degree
38 Mine
WI
or another Such drugs include digoxexcavation
in and almost every compound used in
37 Masts
ill
WI
NW
treating heart ailments
39 For example
Is it possible that your friend was
abbr
II
WI
prescription drugs that he may
taking
hail
and
40 Rain
have stopped when he began the
41 Lantern
1111
111
Ill
herbs' This switch might have im42 Exchange
will
premium
proved his vision if the medicine were
WIUU
44 Does wrong
to blame (I don't advise patients with
45 Performs
visual difficulties to discontinue their
46 Trial
medicines without first getting ap41
48 Kind of curve
proval from their doctors
WI•
idii SO Simian
51 Collection
I'm searching because I really don't
of facts
i
know why your friend's eyesight im53 Concerning
proved Find out from him the name
54 Printer's
of the herb he too' and let me know so
measure
I can research this further

ill

PERE'S NE WORLD WAR I
ACE SITTING IN A
SMALL FRENCH CAFE..
15 CPRi5TMAS EVE AND
4 5 DEPRESSED

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DEAR DR. GOTT. I have an irregular heartbeat that began after cataract repair. I take Inderal and blood
pressure medication. I'm in my early
80s and never had trouble before, so
why should my heart behave abnorsimple
this
following
mally
procedure?
DEAR READER: The relation between your cataract surgery and the
irregular pulse may be pure serendipity: The two events, which are common in the elderly, may have occurred one after the other by chance.
However, I am intrigued by your
unnamed "blood pressure medicathis be the culprit?
oss
on
tpi."Could
ibly.
Inderal is a beta-blocker used to
treat heart trouble and high blood
It does not cause an irregupressure.
he
pr:rt
lar pulse rate; rather, it calms the

Hid
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Classified
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

010
020
025
030
040
050

\I 111 \ I n
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........... ...... Leval Notice
Notice
....... Personals
......
Thanks
of
Card
In Memory
Lost & Found

1.ARNIEICs MAIIKE I

IIIISCELLANEOUS
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060

Help Wanted

410

Public Sale

070

.......Domestic & Childcare

540

For Trade

090

Situation Wanted

560

Free Column

100

Business Opportunity
57u

Wanted

............

110

lnatruction

No*.

are:
Failure to submit the required
number of bacteriological sample
Any potential adverse health effects to any
segment of the populations could not be
determined due to failure to comply with the
monitoring requirements.
In most cases, monitoring violations do not
require the public to seek alternative water
supplies or take preventive measures. If
alternative water supplies or preventive
measures are needed, the public shall be
notified immediately.
The Shady Oaks will take the necessary
action to reduce or eliminate monitoring
violations. For more information, contact
Jack Norsworthy 753-5209 at Shady Oaks.
August

Locations Coast to Co.ist

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars Custom Vans and Vans For tiovtnq

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Lowesi Rates in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
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Chicken Restaurant.
We offer competitive income and insurance, plus incentive
our
for
bonus
managers.
We are looking for
manager trainee. Full
and part-time. If you
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people
we would like to meet
you. Come grow and
prosper with an established food service
business. Apply in person at 1CFC, Murray
Mayfield. No
and
phone calls.

MRS Theresa Reader and
Advisor A true born psychic gifted from God Special $500 502-554-7904

BECOME identified as
Testing Aids Free through
Internabonal Medical Computer Data Bank Send
$3 00 (Refundable) plus
SASE toLSI P0 Box
932 Jasper AL 35502

DISTRIBUTORS for all natural products good money
and incentives Call
436-2000

elf SeSealfe04,41eeffIell

e• Love
You ••
"Mister"
Some may call
you old-timer,
And say you're
gettin' gray.
But I say you're
gettin' finer
With each and
every day.
Happy 40th
Debbie

I be
an,
trzmg

you're willing to work
you may be ready to
join our team at the
Murray & Mayfield
Fried
Kentucky

Personals

or-

our
Ca -

Fried
Kentucky
Chicken is looking for
a few good employees
interested in a career
and advancement. If

Personals

pie
bethe
lipfmocice

HELP
WANTED

/a, Kentucky
:CU% Fried
Chicken
•

CHRISTIAN Dating &
Friendship Service For
free informanon packet call
1-800-829 3283

TODAY, one in 250 Anton
cans a infected with HIV.
the virus which causes
AIDS If you think your behaviors might have put you
at risk for contracting HIV
consider taking the HIV
antibody lest For informa
lion on this free
anonymous/confidential
lest, cal you local health
department or the Kentucky AIDS Hotline at
1-800-854-AIDS

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84
Our most cornprehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guide
lines for confinement,
Nursuig Home Insurance is more important
then ever. For free info!.
mation
call:

Jerry McConnell
lasanince
753-4199

.01,AID.,470114%.:

040

In
Memory
Nell Churchill
In loving memory
of Nell Churchill at
Christmas time who
passed away March
27,1992. Sometimes
its the warmth of a
golden summer day.
Or distant music in
the air while watching children play.
Sometimes its the
softness of early
morning dew that reminds me of the
beauty of memories
that I shared with
you.
I love & miss
you Nellie
Your baby sister,
Barbie
050
Last

And Found
FOUND female black lab
found on Main St Has blue
nylon collar Call 753-6111

Hetp
Warded
AFTERNOON warehouse
man lor local electrical contractor Housekeeping
vehicle maintenance.
10 15 hours/week
753-9682 before Sprn

300

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

up

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

CO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future" We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years. if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8 00am-3 00pm We are an
EOE This project* funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry Council
JTPA
DRIVERS 'Min age 22 '1
year OTR exp 'Spousal
riding program 'Good pay
and benefits with CDL 'Up
to 27e/mile McClendon
Trucking 1 800 633-7233

PLUMBERS needed Hiring for both repair and
licensed Experienced only
need apply Full time permanent employment
or
800-829-6609
800-829 6609
SECRETARY/
Receptionist Professional
secretary/receptionist
needed for progressive
Benton area business Preferred qualities include
proven secretarial experience, typing, shorthand,
excellent telephone skills,
accounting aptitude, verbal
and written communication
skills, and computer experience using Word Perfect
and Lotus We offer a competitive wage, excellent
benefits and pleasant working environment For consideration, please send resume with references to
P.O. Box 1040-E, Murray
KY 42071.
SUBSTANCE Abuse Certified Substance Abuse
Counselor/Case Manager
position open at The Laurel
Center Bachelor's degree
in Behavorial Science field
desirable Minimum 3 years
experience required, preferably with adolescents
Send resumes to Henry
Thomas, Director, The
Laurel Center, 2000 Holiday Lane, Fulton, Ky
42041 No phone inquires
M/F EOE
TAKING applications, parttime meat dept , growing
company Send resume to
P 0 Box 926 Murray, KY
TRUCK DRIVERS lyear
exp up to 28 cents/mile to
start Choose van or fiat
Tuition free training for
those wrno exp Great benefits Call Poole Truck Line
1 800 553 9443 Dept T-9

070
Domestic
Childcare
WE will babysit for New
Year's Eve Call and inquire 753-7710, leave
message, or 436-5738
RSVP by Tues. Dec 29th
No children under 2 years
old please
WILL stay nights with el
derly Call 753-4590 after
5pm

Start 24
DRIVERS
cents-26 cents Earn to 30
cents Home regularly, free
medical/dental, retirement.
$1,000 tarp pay, safety bo
nus, conventionals Re
quires proven experience
and 23 years of age Hof
nady Truck Line
1-800-648-9664

SEWING fobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061

090

Position
Wanted

100
Business
Opportunity
BREAKTIME Billiards Dixieland Shopping Center
Owner wants offer
or
5 0 2 4 4 2 2900
443-3505 ask for Lu Ann or
Harold

LOG HOME DEALERSHIP Top log home manufacturer, seeks dealer Protected territory high earn
irig potential, tut training
and leads provided Need
not interfere with present
employment Models starlneeds
Care
Day
LOCAL
ing
at
$96 9 0
mature responsible em
1 800 264 LOGS (5647),
ployee for infants room BRENTWOOD LOG
Send resume and bail re- HOMES 427 River Rock
ferences to PO Box 1040F, Blvd. Murfreesboro. TN
Murray. Ky 42071
37129
NOW accepnng &policebons for day and night shift
Beauty Shop
at Roper's Donut Shop,
1409 Wan St Murray, Ky
For Lease
42071
Wit equipment furnished
313C1C00000001300001
Established cliental Good
I DOLL ROI= x
location. new boating ExXCAFEX
perience required CM br
x
Exotic Dancers
x
more informaton
lien. 71 East Pals, Tem
753-9959 Ot
pm.2am
$
lion.4st.
I
759-4442
8014424287
X
700CXJ0C0C0000001IX
In home sales Prefer woman. 30-50yrs of age Experience necessary Two
weeks training $300 per
week guaranteed for 1st 12
weeks Call 753-2654 for
appointment
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For Sale Or

1.11/110

tri

SIERCHANDISE
Computers
120
. For Sale Or Trade
130
Want To,Boy
140
150
Articles For Sale
Appliances
155
160
Home Furnishings
Antiques
166
170 ...................Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Mischatee
180
196.......-....--Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
TV. & Radio
380
Pits & Supplies

Instrucuen

Appliances

COMPUTER Technology
Plus offers Computer
courses, business, private
instruction, including CAD
programs 759-9158

GOOD used refrigerator
host free. avacado $100
759.2530

GET MARRIED Beautfu
chapel in Smoky Moun
tains, Gatlinburg
Weddings simple to eleg
ant Photographs, flowers
limo, videos lodging, or
clamed minister no blood
test, no waiting
1800-242 7115

Home
Furnishings

180
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good, used
nfies, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 121h
Murray
INTERESTED in buying 2
to 4 bedroom house with 10
or more acres in area Hwy
121 South to New Concord
Call 436-5437
USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts
474-2262, 901-642-6290
150

MOVING Sale Kimbal
piano and bench, studio
size, $150 Couch and
chair, green and yellow on
creme background, $100
Bed, chest, dresser and
bench, box springs and
mattress included, $100
Deacons bench, maple, 42'
length, $25 2 lamps, 36'
high. green glass base,
white shade, $30 Childs
roll top desk and chair, $5
489-2887

THEM'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-a940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances, and Misc Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Nam Renting Nintendo

HEARTLAND WEDDING
CHAPEL Memorable, old
fashioned wedding in
Smoky Mountains on Little
River Romantic Carriage
Ride No testino waiting
1-800-448 VOWS (8697)
ROMANTIC CANDELIGHT WEDDINGS
Smoky Mountains clergy,
elegant chapel photo
graphs, florals limos videos. accomodations. mod
'est prices' CHARGE TiI No
waiting, no blood tests
TN,
Gatlinburg,
1-800-WED-RING
250
Business
Service*

Articles
For Sale
190

1990 250 SUZUKI quad
racer, lots of extras, $1700
1986 250 Honda
4-wheeler, $1500. Husksverge chain saw, $275 Polar 4000 chain saw, $250
Stith chain saw with carrying case, $125 437-4875
or 437-4887
AMIGA 500 computer with
expanded memory and lots
of software $200 6' sliding
glass patio doors, $30
Microwave cart, $20 Call
753-2113
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fin dirt, white
rock, np rap 759-1828
COMPUTERS for sale
Also one Everiast punching
kick bag Cat 753-7581 or
753-2418
EXTRA nice 25- Colortrack
RCA color console TV with
remote control, cabinet Ike
new $250 489-2703

FRED'S Home Crafter
Woodwork on sale Displayed at University Tire,
1406 Main St Ph
753-499.4 759-4675 Items
made to order
LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair. Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square. 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981

Kenwood Spectrum
Series Components 125W per channel
power amp., stereo
control amp., & CD
player. $260. The
cheapest way to this
level of power and
sound ths Christmas.
Call 753-8760
POST frame buildings
24'x4049' erected $4596,
plus freight Otter sizes
available Blitz Builders,
1 800-628-1324
QUILTS for sale 753 2365
or 753-9866
ROCKING horses all
sizes In time for Christmas
753-6249
TROY Built tiller, horse
model new. still in the crate
with attachments Cost
$1836, wit sell for $1650
firm May be seen at Buck's
Body Shop. 9th and
Sycamore

KEN TENN Investigations
owner J B Wilburn, specializing in criminal, civil,
domestic and insurance in35 MASSEY Ferguson.
vestigations 14 years law
430 Case 753-5463 or
enforcement experience
753-0144
502 436 6099 Licensed in
FORD 3000 tractor, 3 14' Kentucky and Tennessee
plow, 2 row cultivator Call
PRIVATE Investigator
after 5pm, 759-9609
D B A Confidential Investigations. Southside Shop200
ping Center Suite *102,
Sports
Murray. 753-2641
EflufPowd
Fans
Equipment

NEW SKS Carbine
Winchester 22 auto rifle 50
& 54 cal Muzzleloaders
25 cal auto pistol 38 speaal S & W 38 special Colt
38 special Ruby N engraved All as new I also
buy guns 436 5050
SOLOFLEX complete with
butterfly $700 obo
759-1078 after 4pm
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
4,37-4667
FIREWOOD 436-5598
SEASONED firewood. oak
753-5476
WOOD for sale, 753-0527
or 753-9745
WOOD for sale $30/rick,
seasoned oak 474-8086
220

Musical
LEAD guitarist looking to
established band Rock o
Country Rock Call Kevin a
606-266-5577
OLD piano refinished new
keys and felt, needs tuning
$225 Call 354-6742
John
PIANO tuning
Gottschalk 753 9600
230
Illacellensous
A PERFECT WEDDING in
Smoky Mountains Contemporary and Log
Chapels Complete ar
rangements very reason
able Photos music flowers, videos limo cabins
formal wear receptions
1 800-262 5683
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now otters U S and foreign
coins at Hoboes Coin and
Card Shop 102 North 5th
Street in Murray Our
coin, proof sets paper
currency and coin supplies
are available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Stamps arid stamp sup
plies are featured along
with our coins and coin
supplies at the Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Con
ter in Murray) We appraise
esteems and we active buy
ens of coins and stamps
Call 502-753-4161

GATLINBURG Summit
WOLFF TANNING BEDS, Breathtaking mountain top
new commercial home un- views Fireplace. balcony
lutchen indoor pool, lacuz
its from $199 Lamps,
accessories Monthly its Honeymoon and
payments low as $18 Call weekend specials' Free
today. FREE NEW color brochure 1 800 242-4853.
(205) 988 5139
catalog, 1-800-228-6292
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$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount ind Run,
60% Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Panod
II 75 per mists" loch ears far Tuesday(Shop
ping Guide)

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum lit
day. 60 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
10x55 MOBILE home, remodeled. a/c, refrigerator,
stove, underpinning and
steps 437-4424.
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 200
amp $375. 100 amp $325.
435-4027.
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles and
doubles Financing available Clean, late model
homes Green Tree Financial Corp -Kentucky,
or
606-223-1010
1-800-221 8204
OUR Pledge When you
compare quality, insulation
options and set-up you will
find that we will have the
very best value for your
housing dollar Dinkins Mobile Homes Inc Hwy 79
East, Paris ,Tn
1-1300-642-4891 One of
the Southeast's oldest and
largest Home Centers
THIS week only FREE designer bath with any Palm
Harbor home Deluxe models,fantasy kitchens fireplaces We guarantee the
lowest prices FREE factory tour Elegant homes
606-824-9832
USED MOBILE HOME FINANCING, 1976 and
newer from Green Tree Fi
nancial CCRipsibtrVe rates
fast friendly service Call
today 1-800-221-8204

320
Business
Rentals

Apartments
Far Rent

FOR Rent Business Retai
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753-6612

2BR efficiency cottage,
heat, lights and water furnished Reasonably priced
474-8095, ask for Bill
Hooper (Aurora)

641suisans

160

Display Ads

700

240

FOR sale' Glass showWANTED barmaids, wait- cases, glass shelving,
resses dancers. $500 plus metal hanging rods, wood
weekly Doll House Cafe, tables, wood shelving, mirParis, TN 642-4297, rors and much more
6pm-2am
753-4541

DRIVERS Over The-Road
Van, flat, 35 states One
year's verifiable experience Start 24 cents-28
cents/mile with 3 years
Call
benefits
1-800-444-6648

EXPERIENCED person to
repair 30 well Call
753-0266

Mobile Homes For Sale

110

NOW hiring U S Postal
Service has many openings throughout the state
For complete information
call 1-800 775 5301

LS

Lv

365

COVENANT TRANSPORT
NOW HIRING OTR DRIVERS THE BEST TEAM

Ug19 Duckling
.
catanzaz

3f
.5

270

060

PAY IN THE INDUSTRY
27 cents-29 cents per mile
plus mileage and longevity
bonus, motel/layover pay,
loading/unloading pay,
paid insurance REQUIREMENTS age 23 with 1 year
verifiable OTR, class A
CDL with HAZ/mat STUDENTS WELCOME
1-800-441-4394_

\IF

285 Mobile Horne Lots For Rent

Hs*
Wanted

Americas Second Car

it
a

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

ill tl

Mobile Homes For Rent

280

Help
Wawa*

Mottos

The Shady Oaks hereby gives notice that
during the time period ofJULY 1 THROUGH
SEPTEMBER 30, 1992, the water supply
failed to comply with certain monitoring
requirements as required by 401 KAR 8:010
through 8:700 inclusive.
The specific violations for the time period

1-

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

S a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday S a.m.-12 p.m.
RI:\ 1 U.

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Senna,"
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

rio

0211

02)

ir

Itt 11 I.-.
120
230
250
290......
530

Farm Equipment
190
370 ............Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce
400
Feed & Seed
550

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
mponsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so correction' can be
made

753-1916
OFFIti.. HOURS:

Classified Ad Rates

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

PAGE 59

TIMES

320

CARPETED 2br duplex in
Northwood patio, carport,
central h/a stove, refngera1, 2, 3, OR 4br furnished ton dishwasher, and disapartments, nice, new uni- poser, wed hook-up, bedversity 3br house 1604 rooms have 15ft long
Main St. central gas heat, closets, many kitchen ca
a/c, near campus, binets 20'x30'storage
$450/mo 753-6111 days, building with overhead
door, references $403 de753-0606 nights
posit, $400/mo No pets
1BR, low utilities reference Call 753-3018
and deposit required No
CHARMING 2br. 2 bath
pets $185 753-3949
duplex with garage North1BR, nice, near MSU All wood Dr Appliances furnutilities paid Coleman RE
ished, central air and gas
753-9898
heat, $475/mo , 1 month
1 OR 2br apts near down- deposit and 1 year lease.
no pets 753-2905
town Murray 753-4109
e

Acertments
For Rent

2 BEDROOM duplex
GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
$355 discounted rent Central heat Lease deposit no
pets Refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher included
759-9874
2BR carpeting, drapes, ref.,
dishwasher, w/c1 hook-up,
central h/a, $350/mo. Deposit required No pets
753-9240
28R duplex with garage,
dishwasher, garage disposal, wid hook-up
$450/mo. Day 753-7688
Night 759-4703

FURNISHED apts tor 2br,
no pets Zimmerman Apia
South 16th St 753-6609
HAZEL Apartments H
KY, is now renting Y
must be 62. handicapped
or disabled New 1 and 2br
units 502-527-8574 for
more information Equal
Housing Opportunity
HOUSING near MSU for up
to 4 students Available for
Spring Semester Coleman
RE, 753-9898
LARGE 1 br, some funs
ture, stove & refrigerator
Carpet & blinds Poplar at
near hospital $165/mo
759-1987

2BR duplex in Northwood.
S325/mo 759-4406

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
2BR duplex off 94E, 1, 2 and 3br apartments
5275/mo , no pets deposit Phone 759-4984 Equal
required, 753-8848 before Housing Opportunity
8pm
NEW 1 140 sq ft duplex, ail
28R in Northwood,low utili- gas, central air, appliances
ties, available Jan. 1st. plus dishwasher, utility
room with wid hook-up,
753-0521 or 759-9240.
quiet area, avail 12/15
28R near MSU Available lease and deposit no pets
now $300/mo., water and 759-1087
appliances furnished Colo
man RE, 753-9898
NEW 2br duplex
appliances arid microwave
2BR upstairs carpet &
furnished, wrd hook-up
blinds stove & refrigerator
5425/mo
lease/deposit.
hospital
near
Poplar st
753-0167
S350/mo includes utilities
TAKING applications for
Available Jan 1st
section 8 rent subsidized
759-1987
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed2 OR 3br duplexes central rooms Apply Hilidale Apts
Ps/a. appliances furnished Hardin
or call
Ky
Coleman RE, 753-9898
502-437-4113 EHO

Haws Memorial
Nursing Home
Fulton, Kentucky
We are expanding our staff and
looking for dedicated people who
would like to work for the best
facility in the state of Kentucky.
RN, LPN's, CNA's. Needed for all
shifts. Competitive salary and benefits - Apply in person MondayFriday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

200
Mobilo
Homes For Rent
2BR water and appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

300
Wetness
Rentals
4 CAR dean up shop ofice paved lot air
753 4509
88FT x 50tt metal building
Insulated, gas heat Can be
used for 1 or 2 shops or
storage Located at 406
Sunbury Cade See Carlos
Black Jr at Black's Decor
ating Center or call
753 0839 or 436 2935
BUSINESS offices for rent
Part time, full OTO, small,
large Very reasonable
rent Cal Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444

BUM,INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few ffignagy preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
KALE
$9.45
12.37

age 40 age 50 age 60 age 70 -

17.69

28.93
age 80 - 52.73

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to Increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"
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CLASSIFIEDS
Lab
Property

Used
Caro

TENNESSEE LAKEF
RONT1 2 8 acres $19900
Woods views private mar
ina Super boating fishing'
5 acres lake access
$8 900 Financing Call
now 800-488 4883 Norris
File
Shores
80 07019 48 166C

1991 CHEVROLET CavaWm RS. 4-door sulornsic,
sic, 17.000 miss 96500

apartments
For Rent
OFFERED by G&L Rents/
Property very nice brand
new 2br apartments wiet
easy access to MSU Eadi
tea bay window trench
door to deck washer and
dryer stove refrigerator
dishwasher and micro
wave 2 apartments ex
pooled to be handicapped
accessible based on re
sponse and 2 are not
Ready for occupancy by
March 15th $450an0 Cal
Coleman RE 753 9898

-

SPANKING new 2tor
bath dupe* with carport
4100am:es furnished Can
tral air and gas heat
$425an0 1 month deposit.
1 yew lease no pets
753 2905
WANTED 2 roommates tO
share 3br furnished apart
ment wmale Water and
arbage includ•d
$12Smo Call Bob at Trop
ics Tanning Salon
753 8477 tor informaeon
Available Dec 1 1992

•

WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City wa
We natural gas cablevi
soon 3 110 miles on 94
west from Murray City Lim
as 6% simple interest t
nancing available
753 5841 or 753 1566

753-3647

CAR Stereo Inetallenon
7534113. Sunset Basis
yard Music Murray's Alpine Car Audio SpeaskaL
Dixieland Canter. 1 bkick
from 1.4SU dorms

MUST sell 1991 Hyundai
Sooup, automatic. aic
Im comae, pcfpb rear de
frost only 19.000 miles
Roads $7500, wit copra
tic• $6000 753-4260

Trude
CHEVROLET Oldsmobile
Trucks ncluded Ai new
1993's sold at 649 over
factory invoice Call for
price

10. ACRES parr,aly
wooded with creel plus FORD Mercury-Lincoln.
3br home lust waiting Pucks included Al new
2BR nose beside Eas
for you Just 'educed to '93s sold at $100 tallow
Elementary no pets
646 500 MLS S4536 Cal tactory invoice Call for
deposit re
$275 'no
quote
price
KopperJci Realty
quire(' 753 8848 before 753-1222
1 800-995 9575 Recorded
8prn
message Tennessee Mo38R 2 bath Irving room te Co Johnson City TN
2BR house unturnened
dining room and den Many
ri
Ky Lakefront boat ramp
recent updates Move
deposit 753 4428
conditon Pnced in the
4BR 2 • baths home $ao.s MLS 5.4430 Contact
Kopp•rt,d Realty
n Murray
availabie Jan
753 1222
618 533,2? 16
14 TRi hul 651ip Mercury
GA TESBOROUGH home runs good
$1900
hard
ceilings
featuring 10
753-9038
wood floors and a lovely
greatroorn with fireplace
Add the liveability of a for
• • A See storage
room 4 bed
on Cente, ma dining
2 huge
baths
3
rooms
s
L. • •e benino Shoney
wi aosets and you
wait
$2C 640 mc 759 408'
have value with elegance A 1 TOWN-country yard
NORTHWOOD storage Just reduced to $137500 mowing landscaping tree
presenvy nas units avail
MLS *4230 Kopperud Re- trimmer; tree removal light
hauling Free estimates
able 753 2905 for more alty 753-1222
Tim Lamb 436-2528
ntoHnavon
HOME and 1 acre Hwy
-63 one mile south of Wis Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
well 435-6099
or Sea
esornates 753-0906 after
Or Lease
PERFECT STARTER 5pm 759 9816 753-0495
HOWIE PRICED IN THE
3B4 2 bath condominium
S 3br living /QOM A-1 TREE removal & free
630
753 3293 after 6prn
&
kitchen 1 bath dining trimming Light hauling
estimates
room utility Washer and odd robs Free
dryer arid appliances in 436 2102 ask for Luke
cluded 501 S 9th St ALPHA Builders - Carpen753 7027
try remodeling porches
roofing concrete driveSad
HUDSON Company
TOTALLY redecorated and ways painting maintedies Bridles & Horse sup renovated 3 bedroom
nance etc Free estimates
plies 753 4545 759 1823 home on 1 acre lot Located
4892303
753 6763
Ken
and
between Murray
tucky Lake Attractive AL S hauling, yard work
tree removal mowing Free
home and attractive price
Just reduced to $62 503 estimates 759-1683
Contact Koppertel Realty
ANY remodeling, building
753-1222 MLS 84570
r
aKC registered Rotwelie
painting roofing Retie
ences 759-1110
Pups 489 2455

'989 YAMAHA Blaster
$1450
4 wheeler
492 8504 after 5 30pm

After Christmas
Sale Saturday
Dec. 26th
121 S to
Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10-5 p.m.
Sun 2-6 pm.
00
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BOB Haiey Real Estate
Sales Appraisals Property
Mgt RE MAX 753 SOLD
kooPERUD REALTY ol
legs a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
all prices
homes
753 1222
RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Bob Haley Jean Bird BetAir Center 502 753 SOLD
I 8003695780

II %ITV BIRTHDA1! IN TIW
NE\ I 1 EAR OF Y01 R LIFE:
You can look forward to putting

Auto
Pans
6 PIECE ground effects for
short bed S 10 $103 Call
753-7136
USED tires 195/70/14
Goodyear Eagle GT teed(
wall mounted and ba
lanced $125 • tax per set
Key Auto Parts Hwy 121
South 7535500

1970 NOVA SS drag car
Light aright rolling chas
sear mater & transmission it
needed 492 8615
1984 OLDS Delta U
Black. 2dr, boded, one
owner. excellent condition
111xxx miles Cal Judy at
Paint Plus 759-4979
1985 PLYMOUTH Tun
amo. 2dr 4sp In good
condition $1550 obo Call
489-2609

textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SOUTHERLAND AND
LONG Construction Home
repairs and remodeling.
roofing room additions.
foundation work Free estimates No Os too big or
too small Cal S&L Con
structon 753-3870 day or
night

GRAVEL truce and backhoe servioe 753-1221 or
753 1537

tenance Electrical Cleaning Sewer 1210'12121Am
Street 753-6111 office
753 0606 alter 5pm

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed. insured Estimate available
759 4690

GUTTERING By Soars
Sews residential and commercial continuous gutters

'rationed tor your specifics

uons Call Sears 7512310
for tree estimate
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 436 2052
HANDYMAN will do carpentry electric plumbing
and general repairs Call
753-0596
HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding windows carports and patio
enclosures 753-0280
K B ASSOCIATES Gen
teal construction remodel
mg garages decks patios
interior trrm 753 0834
KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors &
frames with woodorain formica, all colors Free eso
mates Wulff s Recovery
lAurray 436 5560

CUSTOM KITCHEN GANNETS
CUSTOM 161000VVCAKIMC

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
Brea^
1173._,R7 MURRAY (8111hr•J
,
4051 S,)
733-36W)

*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

....
. . . Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

Knights of Columbus Hall

fDose• woe. •t 600)

kr 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
spun to Sq He. Road. ngre on Sq Haas Road 114 mile
I

C

1 4i

PLUMBING repairman with
same clay service Call
436 5255

753-0466

Free esti
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All wore
guaranteed 492 8816

On call
/ 7 days
hours
24

NON PHOt I 0777;AN :A7 ON

PO Box 1033

Hawkins Research

753-7001

CARPET and vinyl wistala
Don arid repairs Glen Beb
bet 759-1247

ing *wings 753 4761
FENCE seise at Sews
naw Call Sears 753-2310
for tree eisomete for your
needs

...71.3.1191•1122:1=CICLIITIV.
C. •

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

I .101111111 111111111

Contract Bridge

new eagerness and optimism come
into sour life.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 2(I):

The glitter and gloss of the holiday
put you in a festive mood. Share a
special secret with loved ones.
Include someone who has no close
family in your celebrations.

and eager to
TODAY'S CHILDREN are intellectual, conscientious
y for sort
capacit
great
a
have
and
reading
please. They enjoy studying and

lead to fame and forknack tor spotting things that others have missed could
make wonderful
rns
Caprico
c
romanti
these
tune. Kindhearted and loyal,

spouses and devoted parents.
',tit RD Al,I)E('E‘IBER 26, 1992

some of the burden you have been
saddled with for so long.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221:
buying home furnishings you
Resist
happy.
a
to
d
forwar
look
you can
really need. Laugh at your
not
do
an
prosperous year. Friends play
hut learn from them. too.
s,
mistake
ss
busine
your
in
role
ant
import
where least expected.
help
find
You
come
affairs early in 1993. Writers
23-Oct. 22): An
(Sept.
LIBRA
spring.
the
in
ideas
brilliant
with
up
wary about lethe
returns:
love
old
probathen
ed
A manuscript submitt
into your life.
back
person
bly will he accepted tOr publication. ting this
to risk your
afford
cannot
You
s
unitie
opport
Self-employment
not give up
Do
es.
resourc
l
abound next summer. A former financia
business.
or
trust
family
a
of
control
in
get
to
decides
romantic partner
211:
23-Nov.
(Oct.
IO
SCORP
touch. Be careful vs fiat you promise.
thing at
one
on
s
energie
your
Focus
ON
BORN
S
CELEBRITIE
the cooperation of fain
MIS DATE: pitcher Storm Day is. a time. Seek
in cleaning - up your
s
member
ily
Alan
an
comedi
Fisk.
catcher Carlton
will introduce
friends
New
home.
King. actor Richard Widmark.
of pleasures. Be
variety
a
to
you
19):
April
21h
(Marc
ARIES
Someone may try to take credit for openminded
SAGiTTARWS (Nov. 22-9ec.
something you did. Think twice
Soi:ializing strengthens special
21):
your
before impulsisely spending
old friends. Mind your money
to
ties
greater
for
Work
cash.
hard-earned
es today. Family memvaluabl
and
.
personal independence: it is coming
y figures could be
TAURUS (April 20-May. 20): bers and authorit
handle.
to
hard
than
-1. wo incomes may he better
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
one. Wait a while before committing
Household items. particularly
191:
ment.
yourself to a business arrange
es. could. be great
Lose letters sent now may not bring big-ticket purchas Christmas gins
ge
Exchan
now.
buys
instead.
the desired response. Call
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cash
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PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20i.
risks will make you a winner. A
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Letters
change of scenery: i good for the
A project has the blessnews.
good
family.
whole
family. Tenderness is
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ing
LEO (July 23 ug. 22): Have
dealing with loved
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essenti
will
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f
yoursel
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ones.
A
want to jump on yo bandwagon.
family feud ends. Le (hers share
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Break the patterns of the past and

Bidding Quiz
Partner bids One Notrurnp. What

would you respond with each of the
following four hands/
1 * A6 KQ752•Q863•74
and
car
for
CARPORTS
tor
sizes
2 •1415•AQ6•K982•Q93
Dud's Special
3 40762 V .J98 AK9874•8.5
motor homes boars RVs
and etc Excellent prostic
4 II Q97542•-•Q53•4196
oon high quality excellent
1. Three hearts. With 11 high value Roy Hill 758-4664 card points facing 16 to 18, there is
CHIIA Chlrn Chimney no question about getting to game.
Sweeps has 10% senior The only problem is whether the
citizen discounts We set proper contract is three notrump or
chimney caps and screens four hearts.
435 4191
Since there is no way of knowing at
COLSON S Home Repair this point which contract is better,
Remodeling carpentry, you consult partner by bidding three
painting and plumbing hearts (forcing). This offers him a
436 2575 alter 5pm
choice between bidding three
COUNTERTOPS custom notrump if he has only two hearts,or
Homes trailers offices raising you to four hearts if he has
Wulff's Recovery Murray three or more. Whether he bids three
436 5660
notrump or four hearts, you pass.
An initial two club response
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating

DRYWALL, finishing. repass, additions and blow-

Murray

L)

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tans
instalabon. repair replace
merit 759-1515

BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service All wore guaranteed 753-1134

nently in your past returns. Record
happy moments on film.
VIRGO tAug. 23-Sept. 22):
Christmas cheer abounds. Get ready
for a change of scenery and lively
repartee. Attending a festive gathering puts you in touch with someone
who can transform a dream into
reality.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Today's events will leave you with
little doubt that those around you
lose and treasure you. Children are
happy and excited but could get
overtired. Put them to bed early.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You thrive on being in the midst of ;
a loving and cheerful circle. A present you receive exceeds your
wildest expectations. Community or
church achy ities bring you into contact vs ith influential people.
SAGITTARIUS Nos. 22-Dec.
21): Share the joy s ot this special
day with your loved ones. Everyone
will know how happy you feel.
Some older people will enjoy
watching the young at play.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
191: Although you enjoy being on
the go. you will need all the energy
you can summon to keep pace with
today 's activities. Single parents
find romance on their minds.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 2(1-Feb. 18):
Your efforts to look on the bright
side pay off handsomely now. vIhose
around you draw strength and assurance from your positive attitude. A

friends or family tivday. Reach out to
someone in the same boat. The
greatest gilt could come in the
smallest box. Show your appreciation].
I.E0 duly 23-Aug. 22): Take a
more optimistic view of the future
you ha' e plenty to be thankful

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-KelvInator-Emerson-Brown

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

BILL Travis truciung for
gravel, dirt, Ml sand whne
rock. np rap, and back roe
work 471-2779

confidence. The commitment you
make to someone you lose confirms
the strength of ties that bind.
GEMINI I May 2I -June 201: A
religious set-% ice or quiet chat puts
you in a calmer, more reflective
MOW. Minor annoy:any:es no longer
upset you. Put your arms around
those you lose. Offer them your lull
support.
CANCER (June 21 -July 221: Do
not despair if you cannot he with

Service on all brands window air conditioners
dryers
freezers - washers
refrigerators
microwaves dishwashers - gas a electric ranges

upholstery call 753 5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways hauling foundations
sic 750-4664

\lake this the most memorable
Christmas Day in a king lime. Anything you do to help children will
bring you good luck. Be patient with
someone who cannot keep a secret.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Much %k III he required of you today.
You deliver in a way that inspires

APPLIANCE REPAIR

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For an your carpet and

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

V4 into holidays.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
MIS DATE: actress Sissy Spacek.
singer Barbara Mandrel!, baseball
star RiLkey Henderson, football
player I any Csonka
NIFIKR1 CHRISTMAS!
:ARIES 4 March 21 -April 191:

the

tor. Someone who figured promi-

will do espet ially
ing out details and cataloguing data. As students, they
biology. Their
and
my
astrono
ry.
chemist
ng
well in the sciences - includi

1986 LeBARON GTS and Coding Service Corn- (Stayman),followed by•three heart
Turbo 89x xi highway -installawn and ser- rebid if partner does not mune hearts,
mass Good tidy s tarney vice
Call Gary at is also acceptable.
car $3000 obo 436-2333 750 4754
notrump. This response
1989 CHE VY Beretta local
excellent conon.
dition 45 000 melee radio
air 5 speed light blue
$700 down and take over
payments Price $1200
loss than book retail
753-4199

many ol your exciting ideas into
practitx earl in 1991 A partnership
that is launched in the spnng could
prose highly lucrative. Be careful
repaired 502 436 2776
not to expand a new business too
An opportunity to travel or
soon.
WINDOW TINTING TOM
in the tall deserves
classes
take
GEEROES 502-443-2944
prompt consideration. You should
T C Dinh Repair and Main- he able to make record gains before

WALT S Mobile Home Repair Soundproofing rubber coating for roots park
ing lot sealing flat roofs

THE House Worts, home
repair and maintenance.
commercial or residential,
painting plumbing, remodSUREWAY Tree & Stump eling, lawn maintenance
Plut
Removal Insured with full no yob too small 24 hour
line of equipment Free es emergency service
Gas and Electric Furtimates Day or night 753 7407
naces
753-5484
Phone 502-492-1488
ROCKY COLSON Home
Hwy. 641
ROGER Hudson rock haul- Repair Rooting siding,
*
N. Hazel
*
ing, gravel, sand. dirt drive- painting, plumbing conway rock 753-4545 crete Free estimates Cal
6763
753
474 2307
plumb
Roper
GENERAL
mg roofing tree work
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS REFINISHING stripping,
436 2642
installation repair, replace- custom woodworking
ment Backhoe service 753-8056
RS
WALTE
D
GERAL
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515
paintsiding
Rooting vinyl
ing Free estimates 18 •
years experience Local references 436 2701

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
,waned by 3 masa
Facial
manufacturers Yost parts
in stock on my truck A/
*writ and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
;dance Works 753-2456

485

Ily Mt, et
Oripctilit

cent% a minute.)

SHEETROCK finishing

Porches and decks
available with metal
root
White rubbenzed roof
coating or saver roof
coating
Everlock vinyl under
pinning
K Roe underpinning
Windows
Doors
Metal Siding. Floor Re-

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER 436-5848

4 WHEELERS 1989 200
Blaster $1595 1987250k
+-IA VE an obedient sate $1695 1988 350 Warrior
dog for show Or 'TOMO $1695 1987 80 Woo 4
-iaSSEPS or private ssons $895 Motorcycles 1986
(..
Serving Murray for over Honda 100R $695 1987
'2y's 436 2858
Ionian& 80 Big Wheel
1986 Yamaha 200
$695
Beagle
MALE and female
$795
Wheel
Bg
Cal
dogs $150 for set
4.37-4723 437 4639
759 4822
HONDA GBP 600 F2 sport
PL,PP1ES 'or Christmas
bike red and white Can be
5
weeks
Ht.sky Collie mix
at 904 Olive
seen
old S20ea 345-2462
753-7027

•

CluOt•

1 500-836-1164 Recorded
message Ando Chevrolet
Oldsmobile Lawrence
burg Indiana

Pubis
Solo

Mobile Home
Parts & Service

FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Cavarier 44xxx moles arnilm
st•r•o ac $5692
753-9240

81 ACRES ot frontage
property all blade Hwy
783 north of Crossland
Call after Seen 492-8233

GOLDEN Retriever pup
pies for sale Ready Jan
25 Ca ii 759 180 or
753 2552 ask tor Tony

y will bill you 95
date of birth. call 1-9011-988-7788. Your phone cotiipan

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
FORREST Construction
Center clearvng
Service
res
addition
ing.
Remodel
servicing $15 most repairs
pair peening oouniertops
New location Route 1,
general carpentry and blue $36
Almo Open 9 12, 1 5.
prints 753 9688 14 years
Mon -Fri . 753-0530
experience
SEWING machete repair
Kenneth Barnhill
*
Star
* Four
753-2674

530

BEA,,TiF...L Toy Poodles
ready tor Christmas $125
Call 901 352 2416

pe, based on your own
i•or your perminallied daily leafy Dixon horosco

limbos

-f35

.12n

FRIDA1',1)Et'EMBER 25, 1902

uee( 16 points). Opener uses h judg-

ment(or can bid five notrump) with
17 points.The magic number for slam
is a combined holding of 13 points.
3. Three notrump. There are no

guarantees with this hid,as the combined high-card points may come to
only 24 instead of the customary 26.
However, you can't afford to bid only
two notrump and, run the risk of
getting left at the tiost with a hand
that will probably yield six diamond
tricks. Similarly, you can't bid only
two diamonds,which would be a signoff urging partner to pass. By far the
best action is to take the bull by the
horns and leap to game in notrump.
4. Four spades. The same philosophy applies here. You don't know
whether you'll make four spades -

II \
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because opposite most notrump bids
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Today in History
are six days
Today is Friday, Dec. 25, the 360th day of 1992. There
,
Day.
Christmas
is
This
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Mikhail S. GorbaOne year ago, on Dec. 25, 1991, Soviet President
the eighth and
chev went on television to announce his resignation as
gone out of
already
had
that
superpower
final leader of a Communist
down,
came
Kremlin
the
over
flag
-sickle
hammer-and
existence. The
place.
its
in
raised
and Russia's blue-white-and -red flag was
On this date:
Christmas on Dec. 25
In A.D. 336, the first recorded celebration of
took place in Rome.
king of England.
In 1066, William the Conqueror was crowned
the first Nativity
of
one
In 1223, St. Francis of Assisi assembled
scenes, in Greccio, Italy.
troops crossed the
In 1776, General George Washington and his
forces at Trenton,
Hessian
Delaware River for a surprise attack against
N. J.
the first time, at the
In 1818, "Silent Night" was performed for
Austria.
Church of St. Nikolaus in Oberndorff,
unconditional parIn 1868, President Andrew Johnson granted an
that resulted in
rebellion
Southern
the
in
involved
persons
don to all
the Civil War.
In 1926, Hirohito became emperor of Japan.
In 1989, former baseball manager Billy Martin died in a traffic
accident in Fenton, N.Y.
Ten years ago: In a Christmas Day message, Pope John Paul II
delivered special wishes to his fellow Poles, saying he hoped they
would find "a new hope, a new light."
Five years ago: Authorities recaptured Lynette "Squeaky"
Fromme, who had escaped two days earlier from the federal prison in
Alderson, W. Va., where she was serving a life sentence for her
attempt on the life of President Gerald R. Ford.
Today's Birthdays: Entertainment mogul Lord Grade is 86. Bandleader Cab Calloway is 85. Singer Tony Martin is 79. Actor Gary Sandy is 47. Football hall-of-famer Larry Csonka is 46. Singer Barbara
Mandrel' is 44. Actress Sissy Spacek is 43. Singer Annie Lennox is
38.
Thought for Today: "If Christmas didn't already exist, man would
have had to invent it. There has to be at least one day in the year to
remind us we're here for something else besides our general cussedness." — Eric Sevareid, American journalist and commentator
(1912-1992).

Tea years ago
Aleta Beane, Vicki Nance,
Cindy Vance, Patty Knott and
Leta Tylor are new officers of
Murray Affiliate of National
Hairdressers Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Garneu Morris
will be married for 62 years on
Dec. 26.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ken Easley, Dec.
7, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Don
Faughn, Dec. 17.
Murray State University Racers
beat Morehead State 96 to 89 in a
basketball game. High team scorers were Glen Green for Murray
and Sullivan for Morehead.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway County beat
Lyon County and Murray High
beat Trigg County. High team
scorers were Craig Darnell for
Calloway, Brown for Lyon, Al
Wells for Murray, and Vinson for

Trig.
Twenty years ago
Coast Guard Petty Officer
Third Class Joel D. Tobey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. F.L. Tobey, is serving aboard the coast Guard High
Endurance Cutter Chautaugua,
located 500 miles east of New
Foundland.
Mr. and Mrs. V.O. Shelton are
today, Dec. 25, celebrating their
50th wedding anniversary.
Miss Anita Gayle McDowell
and David White Poynor were
married Nov. 22 at First Baptist
Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Arwood Park,
Nov. 27; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
David Palmer, Dec. 13; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Britt, Dec.
15; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Rose, Dec. 17; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Lee Harrell and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Pete Thomas

Dc;ir
DEAR ABBY: I am writing this

letter in response to the letter from
"Grateful Reader in Morristown,
Tenn.," who wants to find the
daughter she gave up for adoption
23 years ago. You advised her to
contact the International Soundex
Reunion Registry. Abby, thank you
for giving "Grateful Reader" that
advice, and thank you for that same
advice over two years ago.
This is a belated, but heartfelt
thank-you, because my son saw
that column, and he made the decision to contact the registry to find
his birth mother. At approximately

Jr., Dec. 18.
Thirty years ago
Murray State College has been
granted $23,550 by the National
Science Foundation to conduct a
summer science training program
for high school students, according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods. MSC
president.
Lt. James F. Rains, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Rains of Murray, is serving at Tyndall Air
Force Base, Panama City, Fla.
Andrea Sykes, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Sykes of Murray,
has been named as "Ideal Freshman Girl" at Murray State
College.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Oakley
Jack Snow, James Shelton and
Joe Pat Ward had high individual
games with handicapped in Kentucky Lake Bowling League at

Pvt. Billy G. Garland, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Garland, is
serving at Fort George G. Meade.
Md.
"Mrs. Nettie Weatherly called
to say that she was swamped with
flowers and Christmas cards,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
William, publisher.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Dayton University Flyers 84 to 70 in a basketball
game at Murray. High team scorers were Garrett Beshear for
Murray and John Horan for
Dayton.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd E. Boyd
and daughter, Linda Gail, of
Duncan, Okla., are the guests of
their parents and grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Boyd and

Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Ahart.

Abby
DEAR ABBY: I have always
believed that when a woman gets
who have been totally supportive in married for the first time, she is
our relationship. We are now an entitled to wear a white wedding
extended, blended family, and I gown. It's a symbol of her virginity,
right?
believe our lives are all richer for it.
Nowadays, a girl can live with
I am certain that it was God's
plan that my son and I would be her boyfriend for a year, or two, or
reunited, but Abby, I believe you three — there is no ceiling on it —
were God's messenger in the and if she decides she wants a
process. Thank you from the bottom •church wedding, she buys herself a
white wedding gown with a Veil —
of my heart!
SUSAN K SANDERS, just like a virgin — and nobody says
PHOENIX, ARIZ. a word. Why?
I know a young woman who has
*
had two children out of wedlock
with two different men. She wanted
a church wedding with a white wedding gown, and sheeeven had her
two little kids take part in the ceremony, and nobody stopped her.
Why?
Maybe I am just a stupid, oldBy GARY LARSON fashioned
man, but when did all the
rules change? In both of the above
cases, those girls were no more virgins than I am. Abby, has the original meaning of a white wedding
gown changed? Please put your
answer in the paper because there
are two people who need to see this.
You can use my first name, but
not my last.
WILLIAM IN EASTON,PA.

the same time, I registered, relationship. The added blessing is
embarking on the journey to find that he has two wonderful parents
the son I had placed for adoption 22
years before. I had anticipated a
very lengthy, perhaps futile wait
when I sent off that registration
form. It was actually only four
months from the time my son registered until that wonderful day
when I received a phone call from
the registry, Your wait is over;
we've found your son."
My son and I were reunited on
Aug. 5, 1990. My life was made
whole on that day. Since that time
we have developed a close, loving

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

DEAR WILLIAM: This is not
the answer you were hoping for,
but here it is: A bride may wear
a white wedding gown if she
wants to. It is not an exclusive
right reserved for virgins only.
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Corvette Lanes last week.
Forty years ago

I STILL 11-1INK
TIA1`) COULOVE.
\NAM UNTIL
SUNRISE

Dr. Gott
By Peter HI. Gott, M.D.

CATHY
•

OH, CATHY...YOU Meer
NEED TO SET ME WITHIN°.
NTHING.
I DON'T NEED
I DiDN'T WANT NOU GOING
TO ALL THE TROUBLE!

YOU'RE SO 81.154. YOU CiONT
HAVE TIME TO SHOP FOR
GIFTS' YOU WORK 50 HARD
YOU SHOULD SAVE YOUR
MONEY! THIS IS TOO NICE
FOR ME! WHATEVER IT IS,

I DONT NEED ANtlTHiNV 40U DIDN'T
NEED TO DO RAN -

IT'S TOO Nice FOR PIE!

REALLY SHOULDNT
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ON 11-1IS
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THIS ISN'T A
BIRTHDAY II

GARFIELD

MOTHER'S PREAMBLE: WIN
THEN SELL BACKUP BATTERIES
FOR

VIDEO CAMERAS.
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DEAR DR. GOTT For the past five
years I've suffered from severe bronchial asthma and emphysema. I use
Proventil in my breathing machine
and also have an oxygen machine at
home Cephalexin and doxycycline
upset my stomach, and I'd like your
opinion on the best antibiotic to take.
DEAR READER Asthma is often
complicated (and may even be trigThe ever-popular Donner Party snow dome
gered by) low-grade bronchial infection. Thus, antibiotics frequently relieve the breathing difficulty caused
by asthma. Of course, other drugs are
used, too, such as Proventil and
predntsone
If you experience stomach distress
from the antibiotics cephalexin and
doxycycline, your doctor might want
Answer to Previous Puzzle
to try ampicillin. amoxictllin or plain
ACROSS
39 Wages
penicillin
42 Performs
AMPS
1 Swab
SPA
SLOE
43 Torment;
DEAR DR. GOTT To comment on
—
Sunset
4
MEET
TAL
LOUT
torture
the
individual with annoying athlete's
Condensed
9
44 Couple
ONE
FAILS
APT
foot. the folk remedy of a green, unmoisture
Separate
46
IT
TO
hulled black walnut really works.
PM SELL
12 Fuss
48 Roams
13 Plague
cut the casing open, exposing
Simply
T
ADA
R
E
MISUL
51 Illuminated
14 Fish eggs
the juice. Apply to the affected area
WED
Public notice
52
TAB
IDEAL
15 Rag
54 Hindu
SONO generously_ In no time, the dilemma
DAM
DEMR
17 River in
will disappear.
cymbals
Germany
SPITE
SIR
ADD
55 The — Gees
DEAR READER • Great. Now
19 Amount owed
SPAT
SETS
56 Eats
please tell me where the average city
20 Cry of
57 Pigpen
AT
ELAN
GO
dweller is going to find green, unLA
Bacchanals
hulled black walnuts. C'mon, give me
ACE
PARER
21 Encourage
AGE
DOWN
23 Emphasizes
IRESENTS a break. What good is a remedy if the
MISREG
1 Tourist's
27 Brief
ingredients are difficult to obtain'
MAST
EST
POSE
guide
29 Lease
I appreciate your taking the time to
2 Poem
12-25 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate write but, I'm afraid, your suggestion
30 French
3 Meditates
article
isn't going to help the majority of my
4 Pierce
31 Powwews
9 Evaporates
HOMES
readers, especially those who don't
5 Camp
32 French —
10 Vast age
21 One of Three have black walnut trees growing in
shelters
34 Ocean
11 Tiny
Musketeers their yards
6 Informer
35 Bone
16 NBA's N J —
and
"Beauty
22
Exists
7
distance
a
At
Although folk remedies are often
36
18 Stockings
the—"
Willful
8
Build
37
in treating common ailments. I
useful
20 One of
24 One of
believe they must be easy to procure
baseball's
and inexpensive to purchase. Therebases
9 10 11
7 8
6
5
4
3
2
1
fore, the more traditional treatment
25 Choose
26 Chairs
for athlete's foot (such as Tinactin lo14
13
12
28 Accomtion), would be more readily available
plished
than black walnuts.
17
15
33 High degree
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've seen a prod34 Undisclosed uct advertised on television called
hia
19
knowledge
Acne Statin. Is it safer than Retin-A/
PI,
lil 24
36 Armadillo
DEAR READER: I'm not familiar
WM 38 Foray
with the product you mention. HowevMN
30
29
40 Angry
er, any drug available over-the41 — Age
ill
counter is milder (and, by extension.
11
Emmets
45
32 hil
31
than a prescription medication.
safer)
Priest's
46
111111
As a general rule, prescription comHim
vestment
111
47 — a la mode pounds are more effective than their
ill
weaker. non-prescription cousins, but
48 Emerge
42
41
victorious
this advantage is the reason side ef49 Rodent
fects and complications are more
44 il
50 Crafty
common.
53 UK Princess
WI
Therefore, while Acne Stabil may
i
be safer than Retin-A (which can
Mil
cause severe skin reactions in some
54
patients). it is probably not as efficaMil
ill
cious Check with a dermatologist for
the best treatment of your condition.
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AFTER CHRISTMAS
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SALE

THE BIGGEST AND BEST
AFTER CHRISTMAS
SALE EVER!

All Fall & Winter
Merchandise

kti

Open At 8:30 a.m. Saturday, Dec. 26th
1 p.m.-5 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 27th
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Sport SII‘rts

Racks
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Sweat SUIrts Coats
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PRICE

Sale Starts Saturday,
December 26
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fiER CHRISTMAS

the dal. after Christmas.

and. oh. what tun' Find great

STOREWIDE SAVINGS
marked down at Pier I Stock up
on deiorations,

ifun
it is
save

gift wrap

14 1and more Festive Y/

5

and PITCHERS serve savings
galore Our Ornaments will
trim sour trees for years. Their
(.olors will sparkle. their beaut)
will heer Take a shine to our

candles

they'll brighten

your nights. And don't forget
itel:* that bring smiles of
delight. We have oodles and
oodles of

baskets to carry.

To decorate, fill and display they're so merry! Its all on
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NOW too good to be

true! And everything else on
sale storewide, just for you!
Come to

this week, no need

10 to 75
SIOREWIDE
Merl imports

Sale Starts
Saturday, Dec. 26

All Merchandise •Store Wide

to ask why. There'll be savings for all.
and for all a good buy!
Storewide Sale Starts
Saturday, Dec. 26th
at 9:00 a.m.
And Ends
Monday, December 28th.
•All discounts are off regular
prices. Quantities are limited to
store stocks.

Open *Sunday 1:00-5:00

*Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00

*Saturday 9:00-5:00

SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

